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I

T

he Internet,

as well as all future

Child Pornography

forms

electronic,

Internet

media,

instantaneous

of

dissemination

knowledge

are

global

of information

indisputably
and

self-improvement.

individuals,

they

can

culture

six

whole

by reports

countries

September

on

the

an estimation

networks

of their

another

Like any other communication
the Internet
Despite
Internet

is only

its

a means,

creative

a carrier.

advantages,

the

can also wreak havoc on the lives

of our young children.

It can expose them

to illegal images of child
can provide
for

USA

technology,

pornography,

the entire transactional

lucrative

traffic

in

it
basis

paedophile

in illegal

48 gigabytes,

over half a million

claims

illegal images.

organization

there

in the

are at least 21,000

sites accessible under

names, some of them innocent
attractive,

2

how widely

traffic

and profitable

A non-governmental

of

were and gave

images, one source holding

enterprise.

on

launched

night

1998 demonstrated

societies, they can become hubs of business
human

on the

Cathedral. This police operation

spread paedophile

can uplift

empower

Operation

in

interactive.

They

was occasioned

led by Interpol and simultaneously

powerful

They offer the means for education,
and

and

and Paedophilia

various
and even

like ‘free spirits’ or ‘boy lovers.’

But even one paedophile
corrupt

children.

site is enough to

Despite

factor of consumerism,

the

driving

the Internet

should

not become a means of ‘consuming’ children.

pornography.

Repeated and relentless exposure to paedophile
writings,

essays and images could mislead

In calling

the Expert’s Meeting

on 18-19

children and the general public into thinking

January

that there is nothing

free sex

UNESCO

sought to provide the venue for

there

an overall

assessment of what

for

children

nothing

wrong

of any

age, that

illegal or harmful

abuse of children
through

with

websites on the Internet.
sites aim precisely

or

is

the sexual

or in displaying

pornography

deviant behaviour

with

such acts

paedophile

Many paedophile

at proving
is ‘normal

that

their

or ‘acceptable’

1999 at its Headquarters

achieved

by

UN

governmental
organizations,
judiciary

agencies,

non-governmental

foundations,

forces,

has been

specialized

and

in Paris,

police

psychologists

and

ciate the role and contribution

of all actors

in the fight against child pornography

are openly

paedophilia

displayed

on

the Internet.

cation

meeting

of the UNESCO

expert’s

on the Sexual Abuse of Children,

on the Internet:

industry,

parliaments.
The convening

the

media. It was deemed necessary to appre-

by the very fact that they and their writings
and prominently

and

schools,

Participants

and

the communithe family
sought

and

to enlist

the resources that could be counted on and
to describe

the work

that

still

needed

expertise and financing.
information

Stock was taken of

provided

children’s

rights,

cement

by groups defending

judiciary

and police

the world

are technically

and of the achievements

already made by NGOs

since the

Stockholm

World

Commercial

Sexual Exploitation

Conference

and the 1997 Experts

1996
on

of Children

meeting

gratifying

International
World

to

on Child

how

Labour Organization

Tourism

European

note

the

and the

Organization,

Commission

often is also handicapped,

as few

services throughout

as the pornographers

as well equipped

and cybercriminals.

Nor has there been sufficient

The

and the Council

of

focus on and

resources for improving

the social context

in which

occur:

social
was

Law enfor-

the

Pornography on the Internet in Lyons.
It

support.

reports

in existing

and websites maintained

using any audiovisual

these crimes

injustice,

poverty

respect and inadequate
child’s

rights.

broaden

exclusion,

and

a lack

protection

It is perhaps

one’s vision

of

for the

necessary to

and seek solutions

based not on a culture of imposition,

force

Europe in cooperation

with several NGOs

and the superfluous,

had all been struggling

to protect

peace, respect for human rights, democracy

from sex-trafficking

and sale, from various

forms of prostitution
from

the

material;

and sex tourism,

production

and

of pornographic

several have also been working

towards strengthening
instruments
the

children

in this domain,

Universal

Convention

in particular

Declaration

and

Rights

existing international

the

of

United

on the Rights

ethical

behaviour.

macroproblems
conditions
tation

of poverty

under which

of children

major political
the highest

To

conquer

in any form

governmental

levels and the

allocated. Charity and humanitarian

Internet safe for children was not a question

thrives,

decisions must be taken at

Nations

the

the

the sexual exploi-

proportionate

making

of

and exclusion,

Human

of the Child,

But, it was clearly confirmed,

and

but on a culture

level of financing

must be
measures

alone will not solve these problems.
resources must be imagined,

New

new levels of

energy must be released.

of censorship.
The Experts’ meeting drew attention
The

fact that

crimes

committed

on the

growth

and complexity

Internet are not restricted by national borders

sexual abuse of children,

makes

and paedophilia

many

national

and conventional

to the

of the problems

child pornography

on the Internet

and the

laws on child abuse and child pornography

need of a global offensive

either

national

civil society, legal experts and industry.

is based

a new watershed

weak

legislation
mainly
medium,

or obsolete.

on child

Most

pornography

if not exclusively

on print

as the

with an actual child as a model.

battle,

of

on all fronts As

has been reached in this

it is realized that we all now need

transnational

tools

and a more articulated

Most laws have not yet dealt with digitally

flow-across

generated images, morphing,

co-operation;

we need to ensure cross-border

agreements

for

and the mere

possession of illegal pornographic

materials

and flow-down
extradition

international
and

extra-

Y
territoriality;

REFACE

co-operation

in

enforcing

cation

and information

technologies,

the

laws has to be more effective; key research

creative environment

and particularly

of transferring culture and education, as well

cation

quantification

of the problems

and qualifi-

has to be shared

as, unfortunately,

which offers the means

child

pornography

and

and made easily accessible by the public;

paedophilia. UNESCO

children,

to promote the free flow of ideas by word and

but

also parents

and teachers,

has an ethical mandate

need to have access to helplines and hotlines.

image, a wider and better-balanced

Self-regulation

nation of information

by Internet

service providers

needs more muscle.

dissemi-

at international

as national levels without

as well

any obstacle to the

freedom of expression. The only way to cure
The plight

of the paedophile

himself

raised by the UN Special Rapporteur

was

the ills of freedom is to ensure more freedom,

and a

and the only way to cure the ills of democracy

few NGOs

and individuals,

paedophilia

itself is not resolved, the sexual

abuse of children

for as long as

and child

pornography

will not end. While this issue was not discussed
in depth,

it is perhaps worth

raising in a

future colloquium.

is to have more democracy.

This report is the output

400 experts and specialists who participated
in this meeting.

concern

young children

of UNESCO

are the

of today. Children

who are

at the very crossroads of life where education
and culture,

tolerance

and peace should

beckon them to create their place in society,
and not let them succumb
prostitution

and

other

to the traffic of
forms

abuse. These are the children

of sexual
who should

be in the schools that UNESCO
Member
resources

and its

States seek to assist and for which

the Organization
and

It reflects the experiences

and reflections of child protection
and specialists,

The main

of the more than

dedicated

some of whom

to this

work

decades. The overall
meeting

advocates

for

have been
over

achievement

is a Declaration

three
of this

and an Action

Plan put forth by the participants in separate
workshops

and

formulated

ensemble by the Rapporteur.

into
While

an
many

of the actions are addressed to UNESCO,
the Action

Plan proposes

that all actors

must take these vital steps together.

seeks to provide the latest
techniques

in

education,

During

the two day meeting,

many spoke

science and culture. The minds of children

of the chains of silence surrounding

the

are the seeding grounds for the peace of the

subject

of sexual abuse of children,

the

next generation.

silence

of children,

Who

destroys

children,

perpetrators,

destroys the future of society.

the

silence

of the

the silence of the courts and

of justice, the silence of psychologists
While

seeking to protect children

dangers of the Internet,
to distinguish

from the

it is also important

and punish the real criminals,

and not destroy the tools, the new communiEi
............ ....-....
VI

psychiatric
meeting
Declaration

counsellors.
and

the

The Report of this

dissemination

and Action

and

of

its

Plan are seen as a

first way of breaking these chains of silence.

UNITED
ON

NATIONS
THE

CONVENTION

RIGHTS

,

OF

THE

34

t2d rticle

CHILD

,

Sexual exploitation
The State AaLLprotect children
j+om sexual exploitation and
abuse, including prostitution
and involvement in pornogrdpby.

“States Parties undertake
sexual exploitation

to protect the child from all forms of

and sexual abuse. For these purposes, States

Parties shall in particular
and multilateral

.a

take all appropriate

national,

bilateral

measures to prevent:

(a) The inducement
any unlawful

of a child to engage in

sexual activity;

(b) The exploitative
other unlawful
(c) The exploitative
formances

or coercion

use of children

in prostitution

or

sexual practises;
use of children

in pornographic

per-

and materials.”
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, f NTRODUCTION,

1

.......... .

Bearing in mind the demands from almost every quarter of the
globe

for action

upon

children,

against

violence

the UNESCO

and perversity

Director-General

proposed

1998 to convene a meeting of non-governmental
personalities,

institutions

against paedophilia,

in

organizations,

and specialists involved

child pornography

committed

in the fight

and child prostitution

in the media and on the Internet, with the goal of formulating
a common Plan of Action against these crimes. “The information

highway

announcing

conveys

he said in

this forum.

“Child pornography
and paedophilia
there: we must dislodge them. UNESCO
works

are entrenched
to uphold

the best and the worst,”

the free flow of ideas by word and image, and always

defends freedom
paedophilia,

of expression.

But we must not tolerate

child pornography

and child prostitution

that

pervert

these roads of freedom.” Thus, on 1% 19 January 1999 UNESCO
convened an expert’s meeting at its Headquarters
in Paris.
Conscious

of the growing

threats to young children

posed by paedophiles

using the Internet

cause, the UNESCO

Director-General

global Plan of Action
NGO’s,

put together

researchers, the media,

civic groups,

experts, law enforcement

force to combat pornography

2

...........

for promoting

their

urged the need for a

that would

child protection

everywhere

the resources of
child

care and

units and act as a united

and paedophilia

on the Internet.

The meeting takes into account already existing means - such as
reports and Web sites maintained

by groups defending

children

and fighting against pornography
and encourages these groups
to work together within the framework of a well-structured
network. The meeting follows

the publication

last year of the

UNESCO
Global Study on Media Violence and in the spirit of
the Info-Ethics
programme
explores the ethical, legal and
societal aspects of new information
technologies. Its goal is to
contribute to a global strategy for alerting opinion and action
on the legal and political fronts against this scourge.

m

. . . .

1

I 0 PENING CEREMONY ,

3

...........

Present were over 200 child
20 representatives
Scotland

care and child

of law enforcement

Yard, 40 representatives

teachers, students,
meeting,

the participants
government,
protection

agencies including

of Member

lawyers and clinical

saying that

NGOs,

UNESCO

research, police investigation,

and paedophilia

of expression

Resolutions.
therefore

world

motivated

the

welcomed

of partners

in

media and child

concern over the issues of

on the Internet.

He indicated

clear on its commitment

wide through

Its desire to combat

and

In opening

such broad participation

has made its position

freedom

Interpol

Federico Mayor,

bore witness to the world-wide

child pornography

specialists,

States, 157 journalists,

psychologists.

D irector-General

the UNESCO

protection

to promote

its General

paedophilia

that

Conference

on the Internet

by its ethical mission within

the United

is

Nations

system.

4

...........

In referring

to UNESCO

as the house of peace, tolerance

non-violence,

he stressed that the sexual abuse of children

the electronic

media calls for international

educational

benefits

been defiled

by criminal

enterprises

committed

in total liberty

of control.

“Cybercrime

on the Internet

that defy frontiers,

and without

through

action. The culturally

and the services available

trace of identity

challenges the traditional

and
and
have

crimes are
or possibility

notions

of national

or state laws because it is borderless, has no frontiers.

Today we need

transnational

The

tools

and international

General said that humanitarian

co-operation”.

assistance could only be a temporary

measure. What is needed, he stressed, was high-level
making

and budgetary

Director-

allocations

from

both

political

the public

decision
and the

private sector.

5

...........

Mr Mayor urged participants

already raised by some NGOs:
agreements
enforcing
problem;
campaigns

for extradition

mechanisms

the following

key research,

and extra-territoriality;

publication

especially

co-operation

through

in the quantification

existing networks

in

and paedophilia;

of research and public information

in particular

proposals

to ensure cross-border

laws against child abuse, child pornography

undertaking

m
. . ..
2

to refine further

of the

sensitization

or by creating an

electronic

watch tower; publication

Internet

of handbooks

on the

Labour

young

states,

for children,

Conference
in

consultation

people, parents and teachers; and suppor-

organizations,

ting

to protect children

the

design

of

search

children,

and interesting

cultural

sites for

ended

by suggesting

international

major
Internet

children.

Mr.

and
Mayor

the creation

of an

of personalities,

of leading

actions

for

educational

coalition

composed

engines

citizens

against

the misuse of the

hoped that these personalities

would

greater resonance to the activities
be recommended
Director-General

by the

He
give

that will

meeting.

The

then called upon Heads

of UN

Specialized

invited

guests.

Agencies

6

...........

Mr

Michel

Hansenne,

Organization welcomed UNESCO’s
He said that his organization
its fight

exploitation

of children,

prostitution

as well as child

his

measures

informed

the

meeting

an international

of their

underscored

will

undertaken

enable

- will

have the political

fight

child

Mr

Hansenne

labor and prostitution

all such initiatives

necessary financial

states

commitment

the member

to

and he

states to ensure
would

have the
He stressed

support.

the importance

of the convention

for

by the

next

will

ratify

they will be

be obliged

to ban

and eliminate

in practice such behaviour.”

scheduled

International

addressed

Tourism
the

Executive Director
Organization,

meeting.

tourism industry

then

Although

the

has boosted economies

of

countries,

he said, in some cases it has also

promoted

the evil known

In

some

in child

instances

as sex tourism.

this

prostitution

and

has

resulted

pornography.

stated that his organization

has been in the forefront
against sex tourism

in the fight

since the late eighties.

has invited

the

collaboration

of

national tourism agencies as well as national

against systematic

rights.

must

adoption

which

such practices, to punish their perpetrators

WTO

member

the fact that member

called upon

of pornographic

- and I think

very numerous

of children

for prostitution

The countries

Mr. Frangialli

of child

to elaborate

states to protect children

that

pornography

had

which

of

child labour, child

organization

convention
violation

initiative.

against all forms

he saw as an extension
He

Labour

is committed

to continue

that

bonded

and specially

Director General of the International

prostitution.

forms of work,

Mr Francisco Frangialli,

the floor,

which

targets,

and for the production

of the World
Taking

convention

labour, the sale and trafficking

this instrument

measures

against the worst forms

the worst

material.

bring

concerned

to take immediate

of labour. The future
amidst

is “to

with

and the use of children

to support

and for the benefit of children.

which

and international

law enforcers

child prostitution
of the tourism

which is not the objective
industry

nately is tarnishing
cautioned

with

perversions.”

but which unfortu-

its image. Mr Frangialli

that “Child

fought in tourism
tourism

to fight

exploitation

must be

but we must not confuse

what

is one of its main

He expressed the hope that

the meeting would
tional commitment

strengthen

the interna-

to fight paedophilia.

...........

Ms Judith
8
...........

United

Karp, Vice Chairperson

Nations

Committee

of the

on the Rights

Stockholm

had invited

to establish national

participating

agendas and strategies

of the Child stated that the U.N. is committed

by the year 2000. The Council

to fight all forms of violation

of children’s

is now working

rights.

She went on to invite

all member

cybercrime,

states

that

had

Convention

not

ratified

the

U.N.

on the Rights of the Child

do so, saying that international

to

co-operation

aimed at understanding

for

The Council

crimes

against

has also drawn up a

full programme

on

closing he pledged the co-operation

of the

Council

other

the

Internet

would

ratification

Convention

be meaningless

by all states of the

on the Rights

She insisted

of the Child.

on the traumatic

sexual degradation

effect

of action for children.

of Europe

together

with

of

on the “psychological,

Goodwill

UNESCO

Ambassador,

Her Royal Highness

and called for a holistic

to the

Maria

abuse and child

porno-

initiative.

to the Working

Group

the Grand Duchess of Luxemburg,

of child

graphy. In referring
on Children

approach

and the Media,

International

Committee

Convention

on the Rights

under

on

the

In

partners at this meeting.

physical and spiritual development of the child”

problem

the
UN

of the Child,

Teresa

the Grand

welcomed

She said

the Goodwill

Duchess

UNESCO’s

she spoke,

Ambassador

not

as

but as

of UNESCO

and as mother of five children. She expressed
her appreciation

to the Director-General

she said that at their meeting in June 1997,

of the International

Labour

Organization

the members had proposed

for

to

situation

dations
monitor

for

action,

the

children’s

including

Internet

safety.

12 recommen-

and

She

holding

of

the

Children

and

the Media

steps

his

reference

working

children

for

augmented

announced

the

abuse. Poverty

Workshop

on

children

next

provide

to

in September

1999 in Oslo.

driven

the

child

prostitution

has driven

Europe, Mr Daniel
message delivered

of the Council

national

of

Tarschys, in his written
by Mr Thomas

stressed that “children’s
Outlining

Kattau

rights are human

the need for more inter-

commitment

to defend

from abuse, the Secretary-General

many of these

to the streets to find work, it has
many families

to bear the indigni-

children
stressed

protection

of our children”,

the increasing international

awareness of the

problems

of paedophilia

She stated further

that

cooperate

to ensure that paedophilia

everyone

deliberating

of

the problem

and that all countries

She went

Congress

on the Internet.

worldwide

with the safety net they need.” He reminded
World

she urged. She
clearly showed

not subvert the Internet

the

leap’ for the

stated that the conference

that “families cannot always provide children
that

and child

ties caused by the abuse of their children.

The Secretary-General

rights.”

of

and how this factor has

“We must make a ‘qualitative

9

better

in the fight against all forms of perversity

without

...........

on

the use of new communi-

technology

children.

of Europe

on a new convention

how to combat
cation

states

for criminal

to say, however,

that

was

should
does
ends.
while

on this issue the participants

10
t.......

should not forget that poverty
the majority

of the world

still afflicts

children

many cases could be the primary

and in

condition

for sexual abuse of children.

responsible for the well being of its children.
All

laws which

against

children

without

equivocation.

boration

11

...........

“Children
who

must

be protected

steal their

declared

from

childhood

French

from

actress Carole

those
them,”

Bouquet,

seek to punish
should

crimes

be

enforced

International

in the fight

colla-

against paedophilia

would make sense only if all countries
committed

to law enforcement

were

and were

prepared to give their relevant enforcement

spokesperson for the Federation of 51 child

agencies the necessary budgets for specialized

protection

equipment

associations in some 60 countries,

La Voix De 1’Enfant.
need for political

She insisted on the

will and argued that due

to the lack of specialization

in the field of

and training.

It is a problem

close to the heart of Princess Caroline,
especially to her mother,
Grace who founded

and

the late Princess

the World Association

child abuse, some prosecuting officers simply

of the Friends

ignored

cases which

and who raised the first cry of alarm over

pursued.

Justice for some reasons prefers

silence to revelation

should

which

have been

raises scandal.

of Children

the audiovisual
children.

in the 1960s

crimes committed

“It is sad to note,”

against

he read from

In this sense, justice favours the aggressor

her message, “that the drama of paedophilia

instead of the victim.

and child prostitution

that her association

Ms Bouquet
is prepared

forces with

UNESCO

organizations

to

stated

to unite

and all interested
fight

child

abuse.

“A society which disregards its children
no future,”

has

she concluded.

show us that despite

all the progress made by modern
many children

society,

in this world are still victims

of the folly of man. Using the Internet
crimes against children

for

makes them twice

victims, the first time when they are actually
abused, the second time when this abuse is

Reading
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Royal

a message on behalf of the Her
Highness

Hanover,
General

Mr

Princess

Caroline

Jacques Danois,

of the World

Friends of Children,
of sexual exploitation

of

Director-

Association

of the

of the new technologies

children, not to give them over to degenerate
crimes.”

Foundation
to

in the fight against this evil. He

decried the fact that our civilization
seem to be surrendering

use new infor-

to educate and protect

Ms. Marie-Paule

community.

He called upon all nations of the world
collaborate

technology

and forever

in the era

is an important

challenge for the international

or millions,

on the screen. We should
mation

stated that the problem
of children

seen by thousands

might

to those who are

France

more

connected
Telecom

for

Poilpot,

Director

Children

noted

and

more

that

individuals

to the Internet,
has predicted

of the
in
are

and that France
that

90%

of the

homes would be connected to the Internet in
the next 10 years, meaning

that more and

fun or for money. He said the crucial word is

more French families would

be exposed to

responsibility.

the dangers of paedophilia

committed

to engage in paedophilia

for

Society must accept that it is

on the Internet.
-m

5

She went on to say that she was puzzled by

Ms Marianna

the fact that in France there was a surpri-

of the Foundation

sing silence on the question

Family,

of paedophilia

Athens

progress
in general and on the Internet

in particular.

V Vardinoyannis,
for the Child
(Greece),

of technology

She noted that just like in any other country

a borderless world,

of the world,

the problems

imposing

also existed

in France.

important
unite

that

to fight

It was therefore

the whole

world

should

those who are prepared

to

and the

said that
has given

valuable tool for civilization,

of paedophilia

President

us a

where globalization

evil too, in all its forms

expressions,

is instantly

globalized.

problems

is

culture. At the

same time,

the role and intervention

and

Thus,

of UNESCO

in

is opportune:

it

destroy children and their future. She stated

offers

a chance to analyze this problem

that children

which

stigmatizes

rely on actions of adults in

order to be defended and therefore society

this end of the century

period; it can be decisive in the restoration
of our society and the promotion

cannot remain indifferent
paedophilia.

to the subject of

She queried whether there was

need of an international

advisory body for

moral

doctrine.

We

must

of a new

protect

Internet as a symbol of a globalizing
where respect for freedom
in proportion

the Internet.
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leading us to

on us a universal

international

the

the

culture

of expression is

to respect for human dignity,

She stated her strong belief in the role of
the new citizen, particularly

14

Ms Homayra
International

Sellier,
Health

Board

Member

Awareness

of

Network

Co-founder

White

Lotus

and Director

Foundation

insisted

providers

of

of the
on the

human
better

the subject

of child

abuse. As

beings, we must decide to build
world

been taken,

and once that decision
anything

becomes

a

to fight

the

problem of child abuse and child pornography on the Internet.

She proposed for this

region, a major sensitization

workshop.

possible.

Ms Ofelia Calcetas-Santos,

or destroy it,” she

Children,

Rapporteur
Child

United Nations

on

Prostitution

the

Sale

of

and Child

said. “But whatever

destroys our children

Pornography,

also destroys

She underscored

stating she had selected three major partners

us.”

the

and declared

her intention

to

opened

to assist in the work
United

children,

6

countries

Balkan

has

need to involve all mothers in the fight for

m
..............TET.

in

societies and

called for regional action involving

Special
“We can serve humanity

and

the decline

moral values in contemporary

and Mediterranean
need to end the silence that all too often
surrounds

instruction

awareness. She denounced

...........

(IHAN),

primary

mothers as the

her

remarks

of reporting

by

for the

Nations

on the sale of children,

child prostitution

and child pornography.

unite with other associations of mothers in

These were the justice system, the media

other countries

and education.

to give a hand to children.

Hence

she welcomed

the

16
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initiative

of UNESCO.

alarmed

by

against

the

children

She was particularly

abuses

of

committed

on the Internet,

as the

images are cast to all regions of the world,
and for all time. And behind every pornographic

portrayal,

she emphasized,

was a

Special surveys done by on-line
trators suggest that pornographic

sites are

among

on

the

Internet,

most

often

although

reminded

that

pornographers

promoters

of

sexual

the

development

infants, months old, and 2,3 and up to 11

schemes and methods

years of age. She said that little

warned

so far in curbing

abuse of children
remember

and urged participants

that “behind

practices

to

every pornographic

image there is a child”.
brutal

the sexual

She denounced

the

of pornographers

who

in
that

child

other exploiters

child

illegal and harmful

efforts to limit

their crimes will fail unless

are diverse cultural

and

presentation,

content
Ms

providers.

Ofelia

In

her

Calcetas-Santos

focused on some of the causes deserving
international
violence,

attention

seriously

She also recognized
bilitating

She argued
producers,

the difficulty

is compulsive

all

those

of the

and that the

part in spreading

and paedophile

While

of the Internet
is well

activity.

established,

as an
the

poses one of the most

serious threats in terms of production
dissemination
materials.

of

on the definition

of child;

of cases, and on who is

responsible

for

what

is on

the

Internet.
Concluding,

Internet

child

Ms Calcetas-Santos

and

pornographic

of “whitelisting

inscription

said that
services”,

utilities

access not to the whole

that

18
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give

of the Net,

but

only to the parts that have been approved.
She

also

mentioned

Responsibility

for

the

experiences
Child

of establishing

Pornography

Australian
conduct

on

Broadcasting
established

Bill

Electronic

Boards in Sweden, the Dutch

challenging
same technology

laws on what constitutes

of reha-

in nature.

child pornography

tool

standards;

the establishment

number

are paedophiles

plays a major

educational

in combating

and moral

on the jurisdiction
legally

Among

Disney and Time Warner have announced

senders and/or viewers of child

the value

obsolete.

psyches.

especially

that a good

pornography
Internet

addiction,

children’s

paedophiles,

whose behavior

in cyberspace

content on the Internet

national

pornography:

sex

such as domestic

drug and gambling

harming

and private

some of the serious difficulties

differing

is also

of exchange with

pornography

and said that international

service

pornography

She

rendered existing legislation

abuse children

they involve hardware manufacturers, solfivare,

are

of privacy

markets. Such developments
in

and other

of encryption.

in public

have practically

17

...........

She

exploitation

being used as a medium

the

of such

usage is not always easy to establish.

experts

accomplished

visited

the percentage

child, under the legal age of 18, but often

has been

adminis-

Notice
and Danish

a hotline
Internet,

Authority

turers,

to assume their

establishing

industry
inclu-

manufac-

responsibility

codes of conduct

service and the content

the

industry,

ding the software and hardware

for

code of

by private

the computer

on

by

both for the

providers.
................ . ...
7
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The Assistant

Director-General

the need of having competent
consultation

then opened the working

with several NGOs,

the following

Ruffo, President of the International
Prof. Viti

Muntarbhorn,

former

UN

researcher and media producer,
Director

Working

Group

of ECPAT

Rights as President;

Special Rapporteur,

lawyer and child

of Session I; Dr Verena Metze-Mangold,
National

Commission

as Moderator
International

I; Mr Pierre Dionne,

Bureau of Children’s

were proposed: Judge And&e

Bureau of Children’s

protection advocate, as Moderator
Vice-Chairperson
of the German
O’Brian,

session explaining

conference officers to lead the discussions. After

UNESCO,

of Session II; Ms Muireann
in Bangkok,

Director-General

Rights, as Moderator

for

of Working

as Moderator

of

of the International
Group II; Professor Jo

as Moderator
of Working
Group III;
Groebel, University
of Utrecht,
and Mr Aidan White, General Secretary of the International
Federation of
Journalists,

as Rapporteur.

%RSTSESSION:
sexudldbuse
of Children and Paedophiliu
I

I

Theme I:
Family, sociaLand economic context: origins, causes,prevention and care
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The

chairperson,

under Theme

Judge AndrCe

I; the moderator,

Dr. Patrice Dunaigre,

Ruffo,
Professor

a paedophile.

of the paedophile

H e emphasized

gives rise to multiple
sexual relations

the first working
Muntabhorn,

called upon

who dealt with

five major

and the types of links between a child and

that the incest taboo, as a psychological

discourses,

codes and prohibitions

incest co-exist within

human

children.

reality, where nothing

is forbidden

including

fact,
that of

Hence two types

beings: the external reality,

preserves the incest taboo as a law that cannot

psychological

session,

conducts and behaviours; the personality

between adults and prepubescent

of reality regarding
which

Vitit

French paedo-psychiatrist,

issues: the paedophile act, paedophilie
and the treatment

opened

be transgressed and a

at the level of fantasies. He

indicated that, although paedophilia has always existed, in fact, it has never
been institutionalized
or spoken about, i.e, it has never been considered
admissible for the purpose of regulating relations between the social and the
sexual spheres. He said that the tone often used in the media coverage of
sexual abuse of children contributes to silencing and stereotyping and this
reduces the child to an inconsequential,
irresponsible creature, a mere object
of power or desire instead of seeking the higher interest of the child.
Dr Dunaigre argued that since the child usually will not talk, the media will
assume the role of mouthpiece.
8
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Describing paedophile behaviours, the speaker emphasized that careful analysis of paedophilia scenarios provides useful information
for prevention purposes. Knowing that the
paedophile takes into account such factors as
the presence or the absence of potential
witnesses or denunciation by the child, reporting to the police, makes it possible to provide
prevention officers with relatively reliable
information on the strategies used by paedophiles. Knowledge of the personality of the
paedophile, however, is still fragmentary.
Numerous factors play a role in the personal
constitution
of the paedophile producing
extremely contrasting clinical charts.

exist to punish sexual exploitation. All of this
calls for a change of conscience by a great
number of people, thus creating a culture of
respect for the child and adolescents.
Dr Philista
African

Onyango,

Network

Protection

Chairperson

22
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recommended

that

UNESCO lead the way in breaking the walls
of silence around children, researchers, child
protection agents, the media and the public.
These walls serve as a haven in which paedophilia can find favourable conditions for selfperpetuation.

23
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Analyzing the social and economic origins
and causes of sexual abuse of children in
Brazil, Ms HBia Barbosa indicated that forty
million children and adolescents are not cared
for or are left to fight for their survival in the
suburbs of the big cities or in rural areas
exchanging sexual favors for food and shelter.
In extremely poor regions girls are sold sometimes by their own families to service big male
conglomerations, such as at mines or building
sites. Ill treatment and misery, physical and
psychological trauma often happen in domestic
employment. Drug addiction goes hand in
hand with sexual exploitation. The threat of
AIDS can also be blamed for the increasing
search for younger and younger partners.
All this contributes to the growth of sex
commerce. Ms Barbosa stressed that child
sexual exploitation is also strengthened by the
lack of commitment from the State. In Brazil
legislation is being interpreted in favor of the
Internet service provider. So far no means

and

against Child Abuse and Neglect

(ANPPCAN),

24
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focused on the problem from

a family and a community
an historical

perspective. From

view, the findings

of a study

conducted in 1985 indicated that child labour
was rampant

countrywide;

that

domestic

child workers were not only being physically
abused, but in some casesalso sexually molested.
It showed that children working

In closing Dr. Dunaigre

of the

for the Prevention

in domestic

households often were reduced to mere slavery.
Many parents considered that the only way
out to fight poverty
children’s

primary

was to sacrifice their

education,

e.g. not even

being able to afford school uniforms.

It was

also in 1985 that the first African conference
on child abuse was organized in Nairobi

at

which some 16 countries were represented.
A year later another meeting on all forms of
child abuse was organized in Nigeria
even wider participation.

The idea and the

need to create an African
Prevention

with

Network

and Protection

for the

against

Child

Abuse and Neglect was pressing. Another
study undertaken

in Kenya in 199 1 revealed

that 300,000 children of school age were not
attending school. With so many children out
of the education stream situations of exploitation

and

sexual

Dr Onyango

abuse kept

emphasized

increasing.

that in order to

accomplish its advocacy role, ANPPCAN

was

engaged in major studies and research activities
on street children, violence against children,
disability and child abuse, children and criminal
justice and conflicts and children. ANPPCAN
organized a series of sub-regional workshops
to develop and tap community

resources to

protect the rights of children and educate the
public on child labour.
@i
.-.
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In her presentation, Ms Maureen !heviratne,
(Sri Lanka) made an historical review of the
origins of the child sexual abuse problem and
its correlation with the development of the
government sponsored tourism, often leading
to commercial sexual exploitation of children.
She also said that the year 1980 is regarded as
a watershed for the shattering of some
preconceived notions that this same industry
(tourism) could affect adversely the social
culture of the country. The appearance of
Tim Bonds report on sexual exploitation of
children by paedophiles entering the country
and some other similar reports provoked the
setting up of a Review Committee to draft
relevant legislation. The speaker revealed
some of their research findings regarding the
profile of the child victims and the trafhcking
of children from rural areasto tourist complexes.

behaviour patterns of the child sex abuser.
The persons wh o exploit children sexually do

Exploring
family background
of sexually
abused children showed that often families
with low moral and social values can trigger
normally unacceptable behavior and addiction to other vices which contribute directly
or indirectly to children becoming easy prey.
In this respect, preventive work and care
are of primary importance.
Concluding,
Ms Seneviratne reiterated that laws alone are
not sufftcient to curb commercial sexual
exploitation and abuse of children. It is not
just a matter of crime and punishment.
A lot of research, preventive and rehabilitation
work is still to be done in cooperation with all
members of society as well as seeking the
support of governments to ensure and provide
a caring web of protection for the children.

Kimberley

Theme II:
Combating sexual abuse o$ children:
role of civil society

27
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Ms Murireann 0 Briain, Executive Director
of ECPAT International, emphasised that the
sexual abuse of children is in large measure
the result of poverty and social exclusion. She
dwelt at length on the nature and major

not constitute a homogeneous group in terms
of how they operate, said Ms 0 Briain. She
proposed actions to combat sexual exploitation
of children, based on active monitoring of the
Stockholm Agenda for Action and networking
to enhance capacity for joint actions: promoting the use of extraterritorial
legislation,
facilitating training of social workers and law
enforcement units, carrying out preventive
and/or rehabilitation
work among victims
and organizing information
campaigns to
raise awareness among parents, teachers and
children of the dangers on the Net, developing
a globally coordinated responseto the paedophile
networks, were some of the actions proposed
by ECPAT International to combat paedophilia and child pornography on the Internet.
Svevo, Executive Director

of the

International Society for the Prevention of
Child Abuse and Neglect, indicated that one
of the major obstacles in understanding the
problem is the lack of substantiated data
regarding the number of children reported
for abuse. Definitions of abuse are not yet
clear nor consistent within some countries,
much less from country to country or region
to region. The number of abused and
neglected children is at risk level because of
weak governmental commitment to remedy
the problem of child abuse. Ms Svevo
indicated
that child abuse and neglect
prevention are still a new field; approaches
and methods of treatment remain controversial. She suggested coordinated efforts in
collecting accurate information on national
incidence of child-abuse world-wide, based
on common definitions of abuse, developing
guidelines and appropriate educational and
training materials and related research as well
as identifying “best practice models” to assist
child abuse and neglect prevention professionals and policy makers world wide; monitoring
and influencing
legislation
and

28
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development of policies affecting children. As
important

components

of the preventive

strategy, she indicated building

awareness of

the issues of child abuse and neglect within
the public at large and with policy makers
campaigns, generating a movement to establish
a continuous

29
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training and education on child

protection

for professionals and the public

(including

children).

Alex

Hermoso,

Director

Recovery, Empowerment
Assistance Foundation

(PREDA),

spoke of the economic
contributing

of the People’s
and Development
Philippines,

and political

factors

to sexual abuse and exploitation

of children, he indicated that there are deep,
vested political
human

interests in commercializing

sexuality especially that of children.

Child pornography

is a massive industry

in

itself, that systematically promotes the abuse
of children. This massive cover up has to be
countered by public awareness campaigns to
help understand

the scope of the child sex

trade and the rights of the child. Although
PREDAs

legal action against child abusers

was often hampered by an organ&d
suspected of making

syndicate

and distributing

child

pornography

on the Internet, it was rewarded

by getting

the first major

convictions

Aurela Pano, of the Children’s Human Rights
Centre of Albania focused on the major
activities of the Centre concerning the implementation of the UN Convention on the
Rights of the Child
and the Albanian
legislation regarding children. Composed of
a group of lawyers, journalists, writers and
physicians, the Centre raises awareness of the
situation of children’s rights in Albania, monitors
social, health and education
rights of
Albanian children, initiates and implements
projects in favor of children’s rights. The
Centre has published a bulletin on the rights
of children and youth, a national study on
underage employment, a national study on
the reasons for school dropouts, and a medical
radio programme on abused children. Ms
Pano spoke of incest, child prostitution and
paedophilia as crimes being largely unreported
in Albania and the lack of public awareness
on the scope of these problems. Talking about
the misuse of the Internet to disseminate illegal
and harmful content, Ms Pano suggested that
service providers allowing access to illegal sites
should be prosecuted and servers who violate
the law should have their operating licenses
cancelled. She also suggested to have a central
register of child pornography abusers to alert
the service providers.

of

foreigners in the Philippines for sexual exploitation of children and for offering minors to

Theme II..
Legal mpects, application of the hw and

foreign sex tourists. Over the years PREDA’s

detection of infactions, extrddition

preventive and rehabilitation

work spread to

rural areas and urban centers supporting

a

number of handicraft projects to develop new
skills, provide training and economic assistance
to young people victim&d

by the sex indus-

try. PREDA

a dialogue

established

with

Internet service providers to monitor their
servers and voluntary undertake to provide
proxy servers to schools and homes. They
have also established cooperation with law
enforcement

agencies and other NGOs

to

track sex tours targeting minors advertised on
the Internet.

30
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Pierre Dionne,
Director-General
of the
International
Bureau of Children’s Rights
(Montreal, Canada) focused his presentation
on the putting in place of national and international legal networks to combat the sexual
exploitation of children. After highlighting
the need for political will at the national level,
he urged that bilateral extradition agreements
be taken into account in adopting extraterritorial legislative measures. This would make
it possible to prosecute sex tourists, other
individuals
or national bodies implicated

31
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abroad in sexual offences involving

children.

Gordon

Fung, Assistant

Police Prefect of

Various options could be used to meet this

Hong Kong reported that the local legislation

objective. However, only 8 of the 20 countries

was independent

adopting

this policy

have prosecuted

their

nationals. In light of this, he asked for closer
co-operation

and co-ordination

national and international

both at the

lawmaking.

of legislation pertaining

32

Fournier de Saint Maur, representing

Interpol,

an organization

member

countries,

comprising

focused

177

on the legal

aspects of the Internet and on possible solutions. With a view to encouraging collaboration

among

member

countries,

adopted a system of information
based on bi-annual

cannot

act with

ml1

and are prevented from exploiting

technological

advances

ends believing
prosecution.

to

themselves
At

facilitated
thirty

exchange

meetings. The aim is to

ensure that criminals
impunity

Interpol

present,

to the courts, but much

Internet

new legislation has made it possible for the
Hong

Kong

police to set up five special

regional investigative units on child abuse, in
particular,

on the mentally

handicapped.

Thanks to these measures, children are now
treated better and their testimony taken into
account. The use of video and the role of
psychologists have played a major part in the
advancement of cases. The choice of a more
convivial

immune

from

stations has made it easier to obtain

among some

However,

despite

the

efficiency of this network, child pornography
via the Internet

1995,

own

close collaboration

countries.

still

their

this system has

has flourished.

Indeed, the

is a major vehicle for the exchange

.........

to sworn statements

remains to be done. Since December
Agnb

*

l

Significant progress has been made in the area

by children

levels.

of China’s

33

atmosphere,

testimony

of children.

away from

police
the

Close collaboration

between social workers and the police was
established through this new policy, making
the task of educators easier. On the issue of
pornographic material and sexual exploitation,

and transmission of images. There has been a

Mr.

Fung

called

steady increase in the size of seizures with

between States.

for closer co-operation

every search (numbers vary from 75,000 to
250,000

photos and in some cases reached

even 500,000 photos). Further, photos of past
victims

of sexual abuse remain

permanently

on the Internet,

available

thus represen-

increasing

stressed that
rapidly

Director
Internet

of Casa
surfing

is

in Costa Rica and that

paedophiles have made Latin America their

people who generally come from the poorest

new destination of choice. They take advantage

countries.

of the new network-based

source of trauma

To curb this alarming

Interpol proposes the following
- specialized

training

situation,

solutions:

for those who

technology
take

charge of sexually abused children and the
personnel who track down the perpetrators;
- enactment of a battery of legislation against
paedophiles;
- strengthening

12

Alianza,

Executive

for these

ting a lifelong

m
...............-..........

Bruce Harris,

children

communication

to foster sex tourism
from

the poorest

exploiting

countries

and

governments with the most lax systems in this
area. Local legislation is not keeping pace with
criminal behaviour. Further, gaps in the law in

of existing laws;

this field make it difficult

for the police to

- better handling of child victims;

track down perpetrators and bring them to

- collaboration

justice.

with the private sector.

34
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Aidan White, Secretary-General of the International
Federation of Journalists,
focused on the use of information
via the Internet. He warned the authorities
who want to remove harmful and illicit material from the Internet that care
should be taken not to encroach on the fundamental freedom of communication.
Although everyone agrees that communication
of an illicit nature should be
sanctioned by law, exactly how to tackle the problem remains an open question.
It requires not only a commitment
by governments but also adoption and
implementation
by the computer industry of codes and standards that make
it possible to detect harmful material and facilitate the identification of offenders.
Concrete technical solutions at affordable prices therefore need to be developed to
help parents protect their children, teach them to use the Internet, and draw
up a plan of action.
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Elisabeth Auclaire, Chairperson
of the Commission
on the Rights of the
Child, League of Human Rights (France) noted that the new technologies
should not be used as a scapegoat for our own shortcomings.
Children must
be taught “their rights” and to say no to adults who do not respect them. We
must learn how to listen and be responsive to children. The incidence of abuse
kept secret within families is still too high and cannot be blamed on the
Internet. UNESCO
has a role to play in the thinking on information
content
and modes of transmission,
in the setting up of preventive education
programmes and in encouraging countries that have ratified the UN Convention
on the Rights of the Child to make the necessary adjustments to bring their
internal legislation
into compliance.
Careful thought should precede any
action. There is a need for a public health policy that takes account of the causes
of child abuse. Research in this field is a must. With regard to information
and
education, the messages and means are still to be determined.
Here, Ms.
Auclaire suggests setting up a watch-tower on the handling of subjects dealing
with families and sexual abuse.

...........

...........

Mark Hecht, Assistant Director of Human Rights Internet (Canada) asserted
that freedom of expression has its limits and that paedophilia is unacceptable.
The question of who is most competent to ensure the effective application of
standards
is critical.
Within
the confines
of their national
borders,
governments must put in place the necessary protective measures. Regional
tools also need to be developed. In addition, Internet users, service providers
and entrepreneurs should be educated on the seriousness of this problem.
NGOs have an important role to play in this field.
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Theme 13
IndividuaL~eehm,

are sufficiently

the protection ofprivate

Lzfeand use of the Internet for illicit purposes;
protecting young children who use the Internet
- service providers, screening of unsollicited
messages,search engines, selflchsz$cation of
Web sites, surveiLhce and networking
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Dr.

Parry

Aftab,

Executive

Director

serious issues to warrant the

adoption of pragmatism and co-operation as
the two essential principles on which to build
an appropriate response to the difficulties
posed by the Internet without curtailing its
advantages. As co-operation at the European
level is not enough, Mr. Le Toquin appealed
to UNESCO to broaden that co-operation.

of

Cyberangels (USA) manages an association
whose mission is to teach people to use the
Net. The association operates patrols and
special programmes run by 400 volunteers of
all ages to detect illegal sites and images. At
present, although approximately half of the
children in the U.S. are online, on a worldwide
basis, the situation is still manageable since
only a small percentage of children have
access to the Internet, but unless urgent
measures are taken quickly, it will soon be
beyond our control. Today, this constitutes a
major international challenge that could be
met successfully only through joint action on
a broad scale. There is an urgent need to
exchange information worldwide by creating
co-operation networks.
Jean-Christophe
Le Toquin,
Permanent
Delegate of the European Association of
Internet
Service Providers presented the
Association des Fournisseurs d’Acc& a des
Services en ligne et B Internet (AFA) which
was established in 1995 and brings together
10 European countries which work together
with the public authorities. Since its creation,
6 European countries have adopted a code of
conduct on illegal content, with every country
responsible for taking the necessary steps to
combat the scourge. The principal objective
of the association is to alert national and
international public authorities to the importance of the new space created by the Internet.
The Association’s spokesman stressed that the
concept of what is legal or illegal may vary
from country to country, and that the
protection of children and of human dignity

The

main

points

of the presentation

by

David Kerr, Deputy Director of the Internet
Watch
Foundation
(UK)
focused
on
facilitating self-regulation by parents and teachers of illegal and harmful programmes.
The Foundation
advocates the use of a
screening system that leaves parents and
children free to choose the profile of the Web
sites of interest to them. Thus, the primary
objective is find the most appropriate means
of standardizing this method which has the
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advantage of respecting consumer freedom
and choice. The speaker would like this type
of approach to be adopted within
the
framework of a partnership on a worldwide
scale between governments
and private
enterprise.
Nigel Williams,
Director
of Childnet
International
(UK), said that this NGO
focuses its efforts on the protection of children, with a new response on the Internet to
counter illegal content and harmful contacts.
Childnet also aims to assist the police in doing
its job efftciently. The Director stressed the
need to screen harmful sites and encouraged
co-operation at all levels. In addition, hotlines
or toll-free numbers could play a major role in:
- informing the police;
- helping the Internet community to
eliminate pornography;
- sharing information and common
procedures.
The Movement Against Paedophilia on the
Internet (MAPI), is a volunteer academic
movement created in Belgium in 1996.
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...........
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Its representative, Beatrice van Bastelaer,
stated that the hotline/toll-fi-ee numbers set up
to combat child pornography and help its
victims were quickly overwhelmed by the
number of calls and, in particular, by inquiries
beyond the scope of their competence. There
is a real need for international co-ordination
in collating available information.
MAP1

According

realized that people preferred to use a neutral
intermediary rather than contact either their
Internet service provider or the authorities
directly. Given the success of their movement,
MAI’I is ready to share these experiences. It is
calling for more targeted studies and

the poorest countries

greater sensitization in this field.

to

Prof

Groebel,

UNESCO

will have a major role to play in devising
international

information

and communica-

44
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l

tion policies in this field as well as in the
taking of vital educational measures targeted
at schools and parents. UNESCO should also
hle p raise international
awareness of the
problem

in order to protect the children of
who are usually the

victims of child pornography.
Dr. Ulla Carlsson, Director of the UNESCO
International

Centre for information

exchange

on children and violence on television at the
University

of Goteborg
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(Sweden) stated that

the worlds children are the most vulnerable to
Theme IX
Research, infomation,

media globalization.

surveillance andpublic

Many people feel that

there is a link between the increase in violence

awareness

in our daily lives and the culture of violence
on television, in video films, computer games
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Professor Jo Groebel, Director of the Centre

and on the Internet. We might ask ourselves

for

what role the presence and easy access to child

Media

Utrecht

Competence,

(Netherlands)

pornography
invention

University
noted

that

of
child

has been an issue since the
of

the

media.

However,

the

pornography

on the Internet plays in relation

to the sexual exploitation

and abuse of

children in today’s world? In fact, the problem

Internet offers easier, more anonymous access

is much more wide-ranging,

with no immediate threat of prosecution.

serious for it raises the possibility

He

further noted that as only 5% of the worlds

pornography

children have access to the Internet there is no

Internet

need to be overly anxious.

entrenchment

focus on the international

Efforts

should

aspects of the issue:

- How far-reaching is the problem

involving

deeper and more

small children on the

is a contributing
of

that child

sexual

factor

in the

exploitation

of

minors. In this field, media research is but one
of the many disciplines to tackle this problem.

worldwide?
- How do the various national legislations
and policies deal with the problem?
- How far-reaching is the international

In

her

presentation,

co-ordinator
with

Htkne

Sackstein,

of a group of NGOs

the exploitation

concerned

of children,

circulation, what kinds of images of children

Focal Point for the UN Convention

are available as “commercial

Rights

products” and

what are the characteristics of this trade?
- Under what circumstances are children

of the Child,

and the
on the

stressed the role of

NGOs as action groups in the field. She also
emphasized the need for partnership with the

exposed to becoming victims

private sector to ensure strict application

of pornography?

the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child. She went on to speak of the gap

- Are there any effective preventive measures,
apart from legal proceedings, that could
contribute

to solving the problem ?

46
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of

between the reality encountered by NGOs in
the field and the international

mechanisms in
..Ji!uL
... .

15

.

...

place. Hence the experience of NGOs
implementing

the UNCRC,

particularly

in
as it

relates to child sexual abuse, is only an initial
response to this problem and NGOs involved

forged with many of the NGOs,

he urged

that prospective partners build on what has
been started and carry it forth with renewed
energy and resources.

in this area need the support of special&d
agencies and the international

community

to
Mr

strengthen their work.

Jim

Reynolds,

retired

Inspector

from

Scotland Yard and one of the pioneers in

47

...........

Carol Aloysius, journalist and assistant editor

fighting

of the Observer (Sri Lanka) pointed

to the

underscored

silence of the media in her country

on this

problem.

She stressed the need for a public

information
aimed

and

at both

population.
growing

sensitization
political

Sex tourism
at an alarming

underlying

poverty

campaign

leaders and the
in her country

is

rate because of

and the Internet-based

the

the importance

Internet

of Internet

service providers in managing their sites and
ensuring

in a spirit of self-regulation,

there are no sites with

illegal

that

contents.

In saying this, he urged that the laws on
paedophilia

should apply also to violations

that make use of the Internet. In concluding
he encouraged all partners to work together,

of tourism

in the face of the laxism of the

as cooperation

competent

authorities. This evil can only be

police action.

contained

through

a clear political

In the short
Mr Ronnie

open debate that

must

concerning

followed,

Koven, representing the World

Press Freedom
one

Committee,

not

confuse

cautioned
roles

that

especially

police work. Giving information

to the police, also means giving power to the
police. The meeting should seek to identify
ways to protect

children

on the Internet

which do not confuse net safety work with
police

work

and which

is often more effective than

commit-

A toll-free number must be set up urgently.

...........

on

paedophile networks that promote this form

ment and by educating parents and children.

48

paedophilia
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...........

do not

suppress

Ms

Debbie

Mahoney,

Founder

of

Safeguarding our Children - United Mothers,
(SOC-UM,

USA)

recounted

her personal

experiences in combating paedophilia.
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In her

work, she has reviewed some 8,000 paedophile
sites. To fight this evil on the Internet,

she

urged that it is necessary to understand the
mentality and objectives of paedophiles, how
they behave, in order to prepare precautionary
measures and safety valves for children using
the net.

freedom of expression.
In closing
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...........

Mr

Richard

Swetenham,

representing

XIII of the European Commission,

DG

reminded

the meeting of the Commission’s Action Plan
for

Safety

on the Net,

including

Euro

hotlines, preparatory work on criteria and site
classification, policy recommendations
on
minors and human dignity, and the Council
of Europe’s draft Convention on Cyberspace.
As strong partnerships had already been

16

Chairperson

this part of the meeting,

the

referred to the three working

groups that would

meet the next day to

propose elements for the Plan of Action.
The Plenary would convene again at 16:00
on Tuesday, 19 January
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B
OF

I

THE

EPORTS

WORKING

GROUPS

I

Working Group I:
Social and economic preventive stxategie, developing support systemsand Links between organisations
concerned with child safety on the Internet
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In

reporting

Ms Muireann
proposed

the

discussions

O’Brian

of

Working

Group

World Congress on the Sexual Exploitation
and paedophilia

of Children,

on the Internet.

sphere. She expressed the belief of many that
the net has its ultimate
-- problems

foundations

which also dealt with

She urged that child
already operating

depravation,

participating

Group

agenda for action.
Group pointed

directly

falling prey to pornographic

of children

on the Internet

experience in these problems
still concerned

and

to draw up by the year

Several members of this Working
the problems

on

in that meeting take their

their agreement in Stockholm

2000 their own national

just entering

inequality

that remain to be solved by states. The Working

role seriously following

care

in this

the sexual abuse of children

in economic

thus urged that the 200 Governments

of paedophilia

Moderator,

from, the 1996 Stockholm

specialists make broad use of the wide net of NGOs

poverty

the

reflected the concerns of many that the actions to be

should be based on, and move forward

pornography

I,

more

images or acts

and urged that those who have already gained
share their knowledge

this technological

and strategies with those

phase. On the other hand, many others were

about the 95 % of children

Internet,

but who

predators

before the camera. They further

are the potential

solved in reality, it cannot

to the need of tackling

who do not have access to the

victims

of pornographers

and sexual

urged that if this problem

be solved on the screen, as a matter

screen only shows that the crime has already been committed

is not

of fact, the
and is being

replayed over and over again.
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Despite

the number

of major networks

isolated organizations

said they felt left out of the mainstream

aware of major actions undertaken
lend their support

and websites, some smaller or more
and were not

in these fields and therefore felt unable to

to or benefit from them. Several thus urged a network

networks which would not only provide links to these other organizations

of
and

websites, but which would also provide basic information
on the problem and
guidelines that parents, teachers, and social workers could make use of. There
have already been successes in cooperation among some major NGOs, such as
the Child Rights International
Network
(CRIN),
End Child Exploitation
through Asian Tourism (ECPAT), Childnet International,
the Focal Point of
NGOs concerned
the International

with the UN Convention
on the Rights of the Child and
Society for the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect
-m

17

Th e example
in the U.S.

(ISPCAN).
Cyberangels
volunteer

patrols combing

was cited
that

further

and other

cooperation

NGOs,

way coalition

has 400

the net daily for

illegal materials. The Working
urged

of

Group thus
among

and especially

among the NGOs,

these
a three

the police

forces and the ISPs. The electronic approach
was also favoured by some organizations in
developing

countries

were suffering
technology

who

said that they

from the spillover of western

emphasizing
long

term

...........

can give unique assistance is

in using its education
programmes

to

raised in this meeting

all the

to promote

methods

to address parents,

educators

on how to ensure

safety on the net, by using, for example,
net smart rules; to raise the awareness of
exploitation
communities
about sexual
protect

their children;

knowledge
effects

how

to

to increase general

abuse on children;

sexual abuse of children

predators

and paedophiles.

a suggestion
children,

a kind

recognizes

to

as an

18

in human

in innovative

andjuridical
The

discussions

Freedom

in Working

of

to the

A paedo-psychiatrist
remarked that the
paedophile is examined and given an image
and the child is studied and described, but
rarely is the relation between the two

definitions,

II,

laws

and lack of harmonization

across

origins,

regions

traditions

and

nations.

even definitions
as a crime.

The

Internet

technology

to country,
as a recent

has also brought

for

relationships
example,

on their server,

technical

steps to remove them. While
focus is on illegal content,
of harmful

which

deals

are indeed

and web rings

psychiatric

traffic.

of

cannot

of illegal content

could take appropriate

There

of

and the private sector.

but when informed

that

The

of legal age or pornography

about changes in working

lose sight

of

and understanding

law differ widely from country

and making the child more childish and
helpless. Hence, some urged medical or
paedophiles,

Group

were strongly coloured by the lack of standard

all the cyberporn

which they face.

for

said, there is no

processes

monitor

assistance

with

LegaLprocesses,reinforcing national Legishtion

providers,

to the problems

citizens

Working Group II

Service

solutions

that

to be protected.

and young people in the

children

status’ to
card

rights.

ways,

involving

by sex

expression is not to be subordinated

industry, government

be involved

Peer education

analyzed. The risk is that such a method
will end up making a devil of the paedophile,

... .m. .

as young

users

pornography.

‘civil

of identity

them

to

There was also

for granting

information

of

their operations

ensure that they are not infiltrated

abuse of power, and thus target those who
use that power -- the distributors
and the
should

...........

can learn

on the negative and long term

of sexual

identify

57

so they

care and prevention

and monitor

public

in school programmes;

of children,

It was also

issues

awareness of the dangers to children from
the net; to integrate awareness of net safety
and children

solve the

organizations have to check their recruitment

right of children

and communication

integrate

problem.

suggested that child

hierarchy

56

social

cannot

rights. Finally, Ms O’Brian

into their countries.

Where UNESCO

that prison

and legal

the principal
one must not

content
with

they

especially

paedophilia.

some service providers

that

do host paedophile

sites, for these are providing

a lucrative

58
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Law enforcement
paedophiles

needs training

use internet

********** can only intervene

in how

services. Industry

within

their technical

possibilities, by cutting accessto illegal content.
ISPs could

produce

records for evidence

purposes or for tracking, if they are obliged to
keep such records; but it was also queried
whether police and justice services are to be
allowed access to these records. In the U.S.,
the Justice Department

has opened a dialogue

with service providers and asked that they give
zero tolerance to child pornography;
ders are invited to training

provi-

sessions, and are

urged to develop screening and filtering facilities. After such dialogue and training,

they

have even warned that providers who do not
remove illegal sites can be criminally
the

When

Human

Telecommunication.
abrogated

liable.

Decency

Act

of

1996

was

in 1997 by the Supreme Court,

the result was that the absence of this law
the

brought

service

providers

into

dialogue with the justice agencies to work on
self-discipline.
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With

regard to radio

European

and television

Broadcasting

Union

the years has formulated
regulation
other

pornographic

and

images, but this is mainly

because one can identify
broadcasting

over

directives for self-

of violence,

harmful

(EBU)

the

and enforce

responsibility

in

it. For similar

reasons, self-regulation of the printing industry
is possible. But the internationality
the anonymity
Internet

poses many

satisfactory

and often

of operators working
problems

solutions

for

on the

in seeking

ensuring

safe

content.
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Thus, in presenting the proposed actions of
this

Working

Group,

Mr Pierre Dionne,

the

Moderator,

presented a broad range

of proposals in some cases extending beyond
what is purely legal: Practical actions include:

n the creation of a task force of experts that
can analyze legal problems of child pornography and the Internet and seek and
coordinate solutions, or even apply public
pressure for reforms; this might also form a
mechanism that is independent but has the
support of industry;
government
and
NGOs.
n foresee regulation from 3 angles: targeted
regulation
against child pornography,
including
pseudo-photography
and
sanctioning not only the manufacture and
distribution of pornography, but also the
possession of it; soft laws or broadened
self-regulation with participation of public
and of children to enrich those standards;
and co-regulation, that is with the backing
of government and NGOs.
H Make stronger and more coordinated use
of the various international platforms offered
by international
and inter-governmental
organizations.
n UNESCO to focus particularly on preventive education
such as teaching both
children and parents how to use media;
promoting
sex education and life skills
education, so children have a wider set of
options to choose from; collecting and
disseminating
information;
coordinating
with different groups in the preparation of
laws and enforcement, particularly relating
to Internet service providers and their
cooperation, linking up with other organizations on related issues.
n Clarify and coordinate reporting procedures: where to notify, whom to call.
n Define in both legal and practical terms:
pornography (children clothed but associated with paedophile
messages, use of
morphed images); paedophilia; the age of
majority, as defined legally only in each
country or other norms; the criminality of
providing
addresses or contacts to find
services of children or paedophile services.
n Member states should be reminded of their
agreement in Stockholm to draw up their
national plan of actions and contribute to
UNESCO so it can carry out the tasks to
be assigned at this meeting.
m

19

organized

Working Group III:

and

technologically

This research, just begun last year, could be

Research, networks, monitoring and

the basis of working

sensitizdtion of the pu bLit

hensive theory
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In presenting
the

the results of the discussions

Moderator,

reported

Professor

Jo

that the participants

discussions

prior

held broad

to delineating
and

elements
need

differentiating

sites and operations

areas,

that are risky on the

Internet and those that are safe. It is helpful
to appreciate the goals of others working

in

the same fields and their points of view in
order to arrive at commonly

held goals. It

is necessary to seek both quantitative
qualitative

data, to understand

mechanisms
between

at work

paedophiles

victims.

illegal

and criminality

...........

paedophiles,

content

?
had already been
how

boards and stories seek

often to rationalize

child sex and show that

actions

are ‘normal.’

are often highly

mation

technology

forming

criminal

Such

skilled in infor-

and operate cohesively,
organizations

on money but in trading

Some went

on to propose

technology

of the Internet

that the very
should be used

to counter attack the perils of child pornography and paedophilia
of children’s
education
tive;

technology

methods

can also help

of prevention

and alert.

The Internet

itself could be a first helpline

for children

seeking advice from

learning

and sharing

is perhaps

who are victims

often prefer to speak to a

friend of their own age. Since even among
experts there is still a lot of information

not based

pictures or infor-

NGOs

could

frequent
among

also

and more
child

thus

in

breaking

provide
transparent

protection

several

for

ways

pornography

only .07% contain
and

is child erotica,

of

this

children

in stages

of undress, but not sexually explicit,
at least theoretically,
technology

and

not illegal.

nonetheless is driving

The conclusion

organizations

three-

is that child

need to be equally

more

dialogue

organizations,
contributing

to

the ‘chains of silence.’

It is necessary to use terms that are understood

by everyone

cultures,

and understood

and avoid labelling,

across

euphemisms

and hysteria. One should also consider the
UN

Convention

on the Rights

clear notions of what information

paedophilia.

a means

that should be applied in hotlines, as children

of the work.

safety

experts,

adults or from their peer group. Peer group

40,000 sites identified,

Criminal

and

and attrac-

Child

therefore,
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...........

the design

on culture

that are informative

Internet

provide

through

programmes

This same research has shown that of the

fourths

works

on internet.

mation on where and how to find children.

child

20

chat

rooms and bulletin

predators

-$$i

child

and paedophiles are organized

and how they operate on the Internet:

paedophile

of how paedophilia

through
a
missing, central information
multi-level
special website involving
all

last year to analyze

pornographers

child

between new

and harmful

One research in Ireland
initiated

and

the social

and potential

Is there a correlation

technology,

63

among

out a more compre-

Groebel

for action. He stressed the important
of identifying

efficient.

as a baseline document
This should

of the

and measure

in turn lead to
to collect

and what to do with it. It was urged that
researchers should try not only to quantify
but also qualify
child
pornography,
distinguishing
production,
possession and
distribution
of these contents; and on the
subject

of

networking,

paedophilia,
stalking,

to distinguish

sex tourism,

and the
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workings

of

sex

tourism

agencies.

Solutions

should

emotional

and not seek to induce a kind of

vigilantism.

be inclusive

While

studying

mena on the Internet,
mind

that child

these pheno-

pornography

and difficult

economic

and paedo-

of a more com-

to solve social and

disorder,

in a word,

From this perspective,
be set concerning

not

it must be borne in

philia are the end product
plicated

but

poverty.

realistic targets can

the safety of children

the Internet,

not

from harmful

or illegal images, but more

so from

only

paedophiles

to protect

on

who

them

use the net to

access children.
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As education

plays a major role, UNESCO

ought to review various learning
preventive
transfer

education
of experience

advantage

in educating

and

models in

see how

can be used
children,

should

build

information
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safe-

upon existing

research centres and networks
te a clearing

to

parents

and teachers in using new technology
ly. UNESCO

the

seek to crea-

house for the exchange

of

among the various groups and

NGOs

concerned

Finally

it was urged that the cooperation

begun

in

building

with Child

Stockholm

on the NGOs

up and carrying

Rights.

must

continue,

and networks

this work

forward,

set
now

with renewed force and a broader range of
partners, including

the industry.

-.m . . .
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DOPTION
of the Dechmtion and Action Plun
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Before presenting

the draft Declaration

Mr AidanWhite,

qualified

the fight

for children’s

Stockholm

meeting

increased

this meeting

rights.

concerning

calling

it a ‘watershed’

have become

in

since the 1996

users of the Internet

more sophisticated;

child care and child protection

three years. It was important
the Internet

as timely,

the Rapporteur,

Events had passed quickly

issued its Agenda for Action;

and its operations

organizations

and Plan of Action,

have

several new

have arisen in the last

and necessary to call a meeting now focusing on

and how information

has been used to promote

functions

paedophilia.

in our lives, particularly

how it

All realize that today the Internet

reaches only 5% of the children of the world, but that figure will rapidly change.
Focusing on this problem today gives us hope that UNESCO
agencies will be sensitive to the potential
regarding

the Internet

not only viewing

social exclusion

and international
that is at work and

itself, that it is necessary to understand

websites, but understanding

its workings,

how to operate in chat sessions,

forums and discussion groups, and other forms of exchange.
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...........

Concerning

the draft Declaration

it was a monumental
brought

forth

work within

work

and the Plan of Action,

to gather

at the three working
the limited

all the observations

groups and produce

time available. He

and the Plan of Action,

with the moderators

the meeting

that the seriousness of child

about

merited

a more

complemented
consultation

focussed

Mr Thomas

attention

by an action

and communication
to this

issue through

and moderators.

the Declaration

Kettau

Groups

and

abuse and its global implications

plan. This was drafted

the President

were incorporated,

the results of their

presented the Declaration

of each group. It was felt by the officers of

by the new information

with

then

said

and proposals

based on the reports of the Working

consultations
brought

the Rapporteur

representing

by the Rapporteur

After

and Plan of Action,
the Council

technologies
a declaration

of Europe,

minor

in

amendments

upon a motion

by

were adopted

by

acclamation.
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...........

The Rapporteur
proposed
review

then briefly

that the report

and approval,

the two days.

summarized

be finalized

taking

into

the highlights

by the UNESCO

account

of the meeting
Secretariat

and

for his

all that had been said during

71

...........

LOSING CEREMONY

fit?

I

The President then called on Professor Viti Muntarbhorn,
Rapporteur

who by reminding

home, underscored the conclusion that this meeting was only the beginning
of renewed efforts, but now reinforced through the resources of the persons
and institutions
pornography

committed

to create methods
industry

sexual abuse of children,

rights, to foster the use and refinement

child

of rating systems,

for reporting criminal activities where necessary ; to encourage

responsibility

to eliminate

illegal sites from their services; to review

and monitor

the work

representation

of specialists in attendance

a wider
including

and inform

the public.

He welcomed

the broad

and underlined

the need to cast yet

human net of child protection
institutions
the business and industrial sector. He pointed

and professionals,
to the generosity of

many working

in this field and expressed the belief that there is also a spiritual

element at work in fighting

...........

to combatting

and paedophilia on the Internet. He stressed the need to continue to

fight for childrens’

72

former UN Special

himself of his tasks to be done upon returning

The Chairperson,

for children’s rights.

Judge And&e

said the whole

Ruffo, then turning

assembly had worked

to the Director-General,

hard for two days in response to his

challenge. They worked with heart and mind, with fears and with dreams. But
the overriding
dignity

thought

of our children.

was the transcendent

value of human

dignity

and the

“We are poised on the eve of a new millennium

and

this should be for us all a new departure.”
She then presented the Declaration
and Plan of Action to the Director-General.
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...........

The

Chairperson

then

called

upon

the

Director-General

to

close the

meeting. In response, the Director-General
declared that children are at the
heart of UNESCO’s mission. “Children are at the crossroads of education and
culture, and a new sense of democracy

that is national

and international

at the

same time. They indeed represent a great hope and a new point of departure
for the coming

millennium.

” The Internet

is a formidable

tool for education

and culture. “But we must work to safeguard freedom of expression, as in
Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. We must also work
hard to protect our children, as we pledged
Nations Convention
on the Rights of Children,

in Article 34 of the United
and as evinced in the Agenda

for Action of the 1996 Stockholm meeting.”
He spoke of the need to involve
parliaments, those free fora of discussion, and the media, as these are the key
means for mob&zing whole societies. Fighting the sexual abuse of children in
the media or on the Internet

is not a simple matter of censorship.
m
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...........

He said that the Declaration
concerned
the

and the Plan of Action

Internet

for

the

cultural

and

education

He stressed the need to reinforce legislation
so criminals
prevention
parents

make it very clear that all

must work on a strategy that makes the most advantageous

could

no longer

programmes
as the

key

to

benefit

of our

use of

children.

especially at the international

go free. While

urging

the need to work

and public

information

strategies,

unlocking

the whole

process.

importance

level
out

he focussed on
Recognizing

the

of understanding
and analysing the problems correctly, the
the recommendations
for designing
a
Director-General
supported
comprehensive research programme. He ended by exhorting the joint efforts
of all with renewed vigour and resources.
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The Chairperson

then formally

closed the meeting.

DECLARATION

AND

fir

ACTION

PLAN

hild Pornography mzd Paedopbilia on the Internet :
, an internutionul challenge,

On 18 - 19 January
child

Internet

protection,

practitioners,

1999, some 300 specialists in child care and

law enforcement

tatives met at UNESCO
combating

Declaration

Convention

on

UNESCO’s

agencies and government

Rights

media

represen-

in Paris to consider ways of

and child pornography
of Human

the

and service providers,

Headquarters

paedophilia

Universal

specialists

on the Internet.

Rights and the United

of the

Child

form

The

Nations

the

basis of

efforts in this domain. Taking account of work that has

already been done, the experts’ meeting prepared an action plan and
issued the following

declaration.

DECLARATION

The Internet

provides

a new world

for curious

children.

It offers

education,

information

entertainment,

opportunities

for

communication.

The Internet

is a tool that opens a window

opportunities,

but it is available

world’s children.
the Internet
world.

only

to a tiny

minority

and
of

of the

Today only five percent of children

have access to

and most of these live in the developed

regions of the

This information

gap between have and have not countries

must be closed.
As Internet

use grows, so do the risks of children

inappropriate
paedophiles
Internet

material,
and child

far outweigh

be ignored.

in

particular,

pornographers.
its potential

If left unanswered

being exposed to

criminal
While

drawbacks,

activity

the benefits

will become the object of resistance to future Internet

next generation
beginning

to

work,

play

and

learn

in

and

use.

will be determined

who have been born into a digital
think,

of the

these dangers cannot

they pose a threat to children

We believe that future use of the Internet

by

by the

society and are
fundamentally

different ways from their parents. In this current period of transition,
however, the use and development

of digital technologies

account of current

and democratic

social, cultural

must take

values.
-m
.... . .
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Above all, we need to know
what

is available

accessibility,

on

the

the nature

how many and which
To date, not enough

more about
Internet,

its

of the content,

people consume
is known

scale or extent of paedophile

The

following

about the
on

Action

Plan

requires a strategic approach which is both
global and inclusive,

it.

activities

Internet.

commitment

and carries with it the

of all the actors, in particular

governments,

to ensure a framework

coordination,

of

financial resources and political

the net, their consequences and impact on

support.

We request the Director-General

young people.

to bring

this text and Action

Plan to the

attention of the Member States of UNESCO,
Child

protection

matter

of

on the Internet

censorship.

environment

for

is not a

Creating

children

a safe

online

preserve and enhance fundamental

ensuring

liberties,

harmful

right

against

pornography

to protection

ACTION

PLAN

to UNESCO,

from

of

paedophilia

forces

industry,

policy

requires

a

and

parents to ensure that users are aware of
the potential

elements which

NGOs,

dangers and have available to

them the necessary means to combat these
threats.

on

the

Internet.

international

the industry,

law enforcement

children,

educators

paedophilia

Governments,

and child

involving

makers,

it contains

must be taken up by all actors in the fight

on the Internet

coalition

the

While the Action Plan is addressed primarily

and illegal material.

fight

and

General Conference.

against
The

Commissions

of

and the right to privacy, while
their

National

must

such as freedom of expression, freedom
information

the

agencies,

educators,

parents,

agencies and media

all

have a role to play but special effort should
be made
children

to

the voice

of

is also heard in the elaboration

of

strategies

ensure

to

make

that

the

Internet

UNESCO’s

role in this joint

be primarily

that of a catalyst.

safe.

effort should

Action against illegal content needs industry
co-operation

to restrict its circulation

a fully functioning
aiming

system of self-regulation

at a high level of protection,

Harmful

treated differently

which

should

we have identified

measures which
encourage

. . .. ..

.. .
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has a specific

content needs to be

from that which is clearly

its field of competence,

In

role and responsibility

particular,

be established

information

UNESCO

a clearing

for
house

for the exchange of

and to promote

co-operation

among groups concerned with child rights.

In this spirit,

the

Within

action.

effective

illegal.

m

I. Research, Awareness and Prevention

law

must go hand in hand with
enforcement.

and

are needed

an environment

development

of

a

concrete

UNESCO

educational,

to

munication

favourable

to

the issues raised at this meeting and in particular should:

should

and com-

in order
child-friendly

programmes

cultural

take up

_ Sponsor

and develop

use of technical
ful content
through

initiatives

of “hotlines”

for the

nic

means to combat harm-

on the Internet,

particularly

_ Develop
existing

make children
to protect
_ Sponsor

screening

tools which

who

have

abused and identify

children,

educational
which

been

to get

education,

parents,

institutions,

teachers,

social workers,

media and politicians;

raise public awareness of the harm suffered
by children

for children

the

and awareness strategies to

sensitize

themselves; and
campaigns

provide

media and Internet

information

and adults aware of how

information

possibility

“electro-

help;

systems;
_ Promote

which

watchtower”

immediate

the use of filters and self rating

or an international

_ Involve

sexually

mothers/parents

this common

such abuse as an

associations

in

effort and create a strategic

world network of citizens and personalities,

abuse of power.

institutions

and industry

against

paedo-

philia on Internet;
In addition

UNESCO

_ Systematically
research
with

should:

design

a clearer,
up-to-date

and
in

programmes

research

_ Develop

partnership
to

comprehensive
understanding

of paedophilia

researchers,

and promote

information

amongchild

protection

organizations,

practitioners,

ISPs,

concerning
tions

the Internet

so that

this

valuable

networking
_ Support
“hotlines”

of

web

groups;

civil

law and regula-

framework

to the

:

of

of

and its opera-

informational

are

including

and the creation

child

support for anti-child

can

2. Self-regulation

pornography
pornography

to be taken as an industry

response and ethical guidelines to encourage
the industry’s

broader participation.

of
and

3.

Co-regulation,

regulation
encourage

against

to be used by those

a

terms

understanding

1. Targeted regulation

laws covering possession.

facility;
and

following

who

and civic

users and specialists

arrive at a common

role regarding

tions should be developed according

institutions,

preparation
glossary

comprehensive

the idea of a virtual

care and child

citizens’

the

UNESCO’s

exchange

groups and other concerned
_ Commission

climate

II. Law and Regulation

among

masters, police and judicial
media

cultural

more

;

information

strategy

society.

of the problem

on the Internet

- Disseminate

and promote

obtain

and

long-term

to create a child-friendly

support

institutions,

a common

national
of networks

ments,

with

NGOs,

which
the backing
industry

should also be possible.

implies

that

of govern-

and civil society

m

22%&b&
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UNESCO

in

co-operation

with

others

should set up a task force or experts committee bringing

together

all sectors concerned
pornography
Internet.

experiences from

by sexual abuse and

to protect

children

This action-oriented

consider the following

on the

- Study

the

ISP’s

paedophile

role

networks

- Promote

dialogue

concerned,

related

to

how

are used;
among

governments

all
and

actors
ISPs to

balance soft-law efforts;

body should

issues:

Law-making :
- Promote

Prevention:
- Promote

awareness for the protection

of

children online among all actors concerned,
and

particularly

including

international
legal profession

agencies

international
children

legal information

related

to

including

child

pornography

online

and termino-

logy on children rights, child pornography
and sexual abuses of children.

and the police;

under

to protect

the auspices

International
enforcement:
- Promote

appropriate

standards

throughout

co-operation,

principles

standards

collected on

legal issues related to child pornography
observatories

use of

international

or clearing houses.

UNESCO, PARIS, 19 JANUARY 1999

Analysis:
- Conduct

studies on legal issues related to

child pornography

online.

Self-regadation:
- Study the efficiency

of self-regulation;

- Promote

and

initiatives
child

industry

sector

to develop codes of ethics on

pornography

parallel with judiciary

28

private

online

working

experts worldwide;

in

for law

with ISPs;

- Establish some international

- Widely disseminate and pub&e

making

of

co-operation and law

enforcement and international

Disseminating information:

online,

of an

among other legal issues.

in co-ordination

the information

the

of all kinds

industry definitions

the Internet

between

legal framework

online

UNESCO,

Collecting information:
- Collect

co-operation

as well as

- Study the relevance and feasibility

law-making

bodies and law enforcement

legal harmonization,

or

IST
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Expert meeting on sexual abuse of children,
child pornography

and paedophilia

on the internet: an international
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FAX: 1613 789 7414
email:hechfma@hri.ca

58. Leal, Gustav0 Mr
Co-ordinatorof the Programme.Sexualexploitation
of children
lnstituto lnternamericanodel NiAo
Organization de EstadosAmericanos
8 de Octubre
2904 Montevideo URUGUAY
TEL: 5982 487 2150
FAX: 5982 487 3242
email: iinproyec@redfaci/.com.uy

51. Hermoso, Alex Mr
ProgrammeDirector
People’s Recovery,Empowermentand
DevelopmentAssistance Foundation (Preda
Foundation Inc )
Upper Kalaklan Olongapo City PHILIPPINES
TEL: 6347 223 9629
FAX: 6347 223 9628
email: preda@subicfe/.com
websife: hffp://wwwsubicnetcom/preda
52. Jacomy, Severine Ms
Delegatefor Eastern Europe
InternationalCatholic Child Bureau
70 Boulevard Magenta
75010 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5335 0100
FAX: 331 5335 0119

59. Leclerc, Henri Mr
President
Ligue des Droits de I’Homme
27 rue Jean Dolent
75014 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4408 8729
FAX: 331 4535 2320
i

60. De Linde, Josephine Ms
End Child Prostitution,Child Pornographyand
Traffickingof Children for Sexual Purposes
(ECPAT)
c/o Groupe Developpement
Batiment 106, BP 07
93352 Le Bourget Cedex FRANCE
TEL: 331 4934 8313
TEL: 331 4934 8310
email: 100636.3360@compuserve.com
websife: hffp://www.ecpaf.net
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61. Loof, Lars Mr
Co-ordinator
Radda Barnen (Save the Children) Sweden
Torsgatan4
107 88 Stockholm SWEDEN
TEL: 468 698 9009
FAX: 468 698 9016
email: lars.loof@rb.se
websife: wwwrbse
62. Loustau, Monique Ms
President:AssociationAgainst Child Prostitution
(ACPE)
14 rue Mondetour
75001 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4026 9151
FAX: 331 4026 9149
63. De Maeyer, Marc Mr
Agent de Liaison a Bruxelles
Bureau internationalde droits des enfants
BELGIUM
TEL: 322 513 7577
FAX: 322 513 7577
64. Mahoney, Debbie Ms
President
Safeguardingour Children-United
Mothers(SOC-UM)
1852 W 11th St
Tracy CA95376 USA
TEL: 1209 832 5703
65. Marcovich, Malka Ms
Mouvement pour I’Abolitionde la Prostitution
et de la Pornographie(MAPP)
B P 215
75005 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4711 0938
66. Marie, Jean Paul Mr
President “R&e d’enfant”
61 rue de Meaux
78019 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 336 6014 8731
67. Masse, Claude Ms
Catholic Child Bureau Delegate at UNESCO
InternationalCatholic Child Bureau
70 Boulevard Magenta
75010 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5335 0100
FAX: 331 5335 0119
68. Mbassa, Mennick Daniel Dr
President.CameroonSocietyfor the Preventionof
Child Abuse and Neglect (CASPCAN)
Centre Hospitalierde Premontre
02320 Premontre FRANCE
TEL: 332 2323 6811
FAX: 332 2323 6812

69. McClellan, Monique Ms
Delegatefor Asia.
InternationalCatholic Child Bureau
63 rue de Lausanne
1202 Geneva SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 731 3248
FAX: 4122 731 7793
email: bice@dia/.eunef.ch
70. Meurisse, Benedicte Ms
CommunicationDivision
AssociationAgainst Child Prostitution(ACPE)
14 rue Mondetour
75001 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4026 0445
71. Miyamoto, Junko Ms
Co-ordinator
ECPATlSTOP Japan
C/o JWCTU
2-23-5 Hiyakunincho
Shinjuku-ku,Tokyo JAPAN
TEL: 8133 3361 0934
FAX: 8133 3361 1160
e: junko@ymcajapan.org
72. M’Jid, Najat Dr
President
Association Bayti - L’enfanceen situation difficile
23 BoulevardAbdellatif Ben Kaddour
Quai Racine Casablanca MOROCCO
TEL: 212 39 6985
FAX: 212 39 6985
73. Montfalcon Ms
Action pour la dignite humaine
113 rue de la Tour
75016 Paris FRANCE
74. Moreau, Odile Ms
Vice President
Associationcentrela prostitutionenfantine(ACPE)
14 rue Mondetour
75001 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4026 0445
75. Moreillon, Jacques Mr
Secretary-General
World Organizationof Scout Mouvements
5 rue P&Jerome
1205 Geneva SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 705 1010
FAX: 4122 705 1020
76. Musah, Saphiri Ms
Associationfor Human Development
P 0 Box 191 Legon
Accra GHANA
FAX: 23321 23 1896

77. OBriain, Muireann Ms
Executive Director of End Child Prostitution,
Child Pornographyand Traffickingof Children
for SexualPurposes( ECPAT)
328 Phayathai Road
Bangkok 10400 THAILAND
email: ecpafbkk@ksc15fhcom
websife: hffp://www.ecpaf.nef

84. Rodriguez, Ruben Mr
National Centre for Missing and Exploited Children
Director Exploited Child Unit
2101 Wilson Blvd, Suite 550
Arlington, VA 22201-30777 USA
TEL: 1703 516 7161/ 235 3900
FAX: 1703 235 4067
email: rrodriguez@ncmec.org

78. Onyango, Philista Dr
Regional Chairperson
African Network for the Preventionand Protection
against Child Abuse and Neglect (ANPPCAN)
Kenya Regional Office
P 0 Box 71420
Nairobi KENYA
TEL: 2542 77 5496 I72 6794
email: anppcan@arcc.or.ke

85. Roucolle, Annie Ms
MAPP 5 rue Germaine
93220 Gagny FRANCE
TEL: 331 4381 7810
FAX: 331 4381 7810

79. Pano, Aurela Ms
Executive Director
Children’s Human Rights Centre of Albania
Kutia Postare 1738 TiranaALBANlA
TEL: 355 424 0842
FAX: 355 423 9748
email: i/it@acsf.firana.a/
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80. Pradervand, Elly Ms
Founder,Executive Director
Women’sWorld Summit Foundation
c P 2001
1211 Geneva 1 SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 738 6619
FAX: 4122 738 8248

86. Russo, Mr
Association Julie et Melissa
48 rue de I’Hotel Communal
4460 Grace-Hollogne/Liege BELGIUM
TEL: 324 231 2411
FAX: 324 231 2093
87. Sackstein, HBli$neMs
Co-ordinatorand Focal Point on Sexual Exploitationof
Children; NGO Group for the Convention on the Rights
of the Child
C/o DCI - Defence for Children International
PO Box 88
1211 Geneva 20 SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 734 0558
FAX: 4122 740 1145
email: dci-sex.ex@pingnef.ch
websife: hffp://www.childhub.ch/dcifp/focalpoinf.hfml

88. Sariola, Heikki Mr
81. Purbrick, Becky Ms
Researcher
Central Union for Child Welfare
Executive Director
Armfeltintie 9
Child Rights InformationNetwork (CRIN)
00150 Helsinki FINLAND
C/o Save The Children (UK)
TEL: 3589 329 6011
17, Grove Lane
FAX: 3589 329 6029
London SE 5 8 RD
UNITED KINGDOM
89. Schmidburg, Tessa Ms
TEL: 44171 703 5400
FAX: 44171 793 7630 I 793 7626
Child Focus
email:becky~u~tick@scfu./ondon2.ccmai/.compuse/ve.c
European Centre for Missing and Sexually Exploited
Children
Or crin@pro-nef.co.uk
InternationalDepartment
Esplanadedu Heysel BP 20
82. De Rey, Jacqueline Ms
Co-ordinator
1020 Brussels BELGIUM
TEL: 322 475 4429
ECPATInternational
FAX: 322 475 4403
Travel and Tourism Navatours
email: fessa.schmidburg@chi/dfocus.org
9 rue de Lille
06400 Cannes FRANCE
TEL: 334 9306 7067
90. Seneviratne, Maureen Ms
Chairperson
Protecting EnvironmentAnd Children Everywhere
83. Ripotot, Eve Ms
(PEACE)
Responsablede programmes
P 0 Box 58
Association centre la prostitutionenfantine (ACCE)
Mt Lavinia SRI LANKA
14 rue Mondetour
75001 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 941 59 6855
FAX: 941 50 2081 I50 0544
TEL: 331 4026 9151
email: peace@s/f./k
FAX: 331 4026 9149
websife: hffp:Avwwecpaf.nef
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91. Servan-Schreiber, Elizabeth Ms
Consultant ECPAT
10 rue Rouget de Lisle
92240 Malakoff FRANCE
TEL: 331 4353 3584
92. Slusnys, Linas Mr
Director
Child Abuse Phone Line Child Abuse Centre
Vytauto 15
2004 Vilnius LITHUANIA
TEL: 3702 75 7564
FAX: 3702 22 5523
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93. Svevo, Kimberly Ms
Executive Director
InternationalSociety for Preventionof Child
Abuse and Neglect (ICSPAN)
200 N MichiganAvenue, Suite 500
Chicago IL 60601 USA
TEL: 1312 578 1401
FAX: 1312 321 1405 or 578 1405
email: kim-svevo@sba.com
websife: www.ispcan.org
94. Syllamy, Norbert Mr
Ligue francaise de sante mentale
Mission enfants martyrs
11 rue Tronchet
75008 Paris FRANCE
95. Taylor, Tom Mr
Associationde la Defensedesdroitsde I’homme
et la culture
P 0 Box 115-0885920
75019 Paris FRANCE

99. Van Bastelaer, Beatrice Ms
Movementagainst Paedophiliaon Internet (MAPI)
lnstitut d’lnformatique- FUNDP
Rue Grandgagnage,21
5000 Namur BELGIUM
TEL: 3281 72 4994
FAX: 3281 72 4967
email: mapi@info.fundp.ac.be
websife: www.info/fundp.ac.be/-mapi
100. Vandekerckhove, Ankie Ms
Commissaireaux droits de I’enfant
Communauteflamande de Belgique
BELGIUM
101. Veitch, Helen Ms
Campaign Co-ordinatorECPAT
Thomas Clarkson House The Stableyard
BroomgroveRoad London SW9 9TL
UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 44171 924 9555
FAX: 44171 738 4110
102. Vienot, Jacques-Henry Mr
Orphelins Sans Frontieres
BP 23
47150 Montflanquin FRANCE
FAX: 335 5336 5593
103. Warburton, Jane Ms
InternationalCatholic Child Bureau
RamsdaleCottage
Flyindales,Whitby
N .YorkshireY022 4QN UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 44194 788 0612
FAX: 44194 788 0612
104. Williams, Nigel Mr
Director
Childnet International
Studio 14
Brockley Cross Business Centre
96 Endwell Road
London SE 4 2 PD
UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 44171 639 6967
FAX: 44171 639 7027
email: nige/@chi/dnef-inf,org
websife: wwwchildnef-inf.org

96. Toifl-Stulz, Regine Ms
SOS Kinderdorf International
Billrothstrasse22
1190Wien AUSTRIA
TEL: 431 368 2457
FAX: 431 369 8918
97. Traberg Smidt, Laue Mr
Secretary General
Red Barnet Denmark
Rantzausgade60
2200 KoebenhavnN DENMARK
TEL: 4535 36 5555
FAX: 4570 20 6220

105. Yanagihara, Satsuki Mr
YMCA Japan I STOP Japan
2-3-l 8 Nishiwaseda
Shinjuku-ku
Tokyo 1690051 JAPAN
TEL: 813 3203 0173
FAX: 813 3207 0226
email: safsuki@ymcajapan.o

98. Valayer, Dora C Ms
President
TRANSVERSES
7 rue Herault
92100 Boulogne FRANCE
TEL: 331 4910 9084
FAX: 331 4910 9084
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lOG.Auclaire, Elisabeth Mme
President; Commissiondes Droits de I’Enfant
Ligue de Droits de I’Homme
28, Place St Georges
75009 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5332 7508
FAX: 331 4016 1422
107.Blundel, Helen Dr
Director
Centro Reina Sofia para el Estudio de la
Violencia
c/o Pintor Lopez 7-la
46003 Valencia SPAIN
TEL: 3496 391 9764
FAX: 3496 391 9752
websife: hffp://www.vio/encia.org
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108.Bynum, Terrel Ward Dr
Director
Research Centre on Computingand Society
Southern ConnecticutState University
New Haven, CT 06515 USA
TEL: 1203 392 6790
FAX: 1202 392 6338
109.Carlsson, Ulla Dr
Director
InternationalClearinghouseon Children and
Violence
on the Screen Nordicom
Universityof Goteborg
Box 713
405 30 Goteborg SWEDEN
TEL: 4631 773 1010
FAX: 4631 773 4655
110.Groebel, Jo Dr
Director
Centre for Media Competence
University of Utrecht
Heilberglaan 1
3584CS Utrecht THE NETHERLANDS
TEL: 3130 253 4720
FAX: 3130 253 1619
111.Holland, Gemma Ms
Researcherand Psychologist
Departmentof Applied Psychology
University CollegeCork
Cork IRELAND
TEL: 35321 90 4294
FAX: 35321 27 0439
112.Jacquinot, Genevieve Dr
Responsabledu Groupe de Recherchesur la
Relation EnfantslMedias(GRREM)
Universitede Paris VIII
2 rue de la Liberte
93526 Saint-Denis FRANCE
TEL: 331 4940 6789
FAX: 331 4940 6789

113.Marques, Elena Ms
Collaborator;Queen Sofia Centre
Pinto Lopez 7 Valencia SPAIN
TEL: 3496 391 9764
FAX: 3496 391 9752
email: secrefaria.crs@gva.es
114.Mathonnet, Philippe Mr
IDATE
BP 4167
34092 Montpellier FRANCE
TEL: 334 6714 4432
FAX: 334 6714 4400
115.Monne, Elisa Dr
FondazioneCENSIS
Rome ITALY
FAX: 3906 8621 1367
116.Mowlana, Hamid Dr
Director
American University.Division of International
CommunicationSchool of InternationalService
4400 MassachusettsAvenue
NW Washington,DC 20016-80 USA
FAX: 1202 885 2494
117.O’Connell, Rachel Ms
Departmentof Applied Psychology
UniversityCollege Cork
Cork IRELAND
TEL: 353 2190 2198
FAX: 353 2127 0439
118.Raget, Sandra Ms
Centre de recherches internationaleset de
documentationsur I’exploitationsexuelle
(CRIDES)
FondationSCELLES
14 rue Mondetour
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4026 0445
FAX: 331 4026 0458
1lg.Taylor, Max Dr
Departmentof Applied Psychology
University College Cork
Cork IRELAND
TEL: 35321 90 4294
FAX: 33521 27 0439
120.Valenti y Gomez, Oliver Mr
World Forum on Children’sTelevision
Communication
Barcelona SPAIN
TEL: 349 88 1914
FAX: 349 88 206
121.Tisseron, Serge Dr
GRREM
28, Place St-Georges
75009 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4348 2747
FAX: 331 4016 1422
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122. Bouillon, Mar-tineMs
Magistrate
45 Route de Beaumont
95270 Noisy sur Oise FRANCE
FAX: 331 3937 7145
123. De Bana, Kepet Mr
Professeurde Droit,
President
Ligue Camerounaisedes droits de I’homme
85 BoulevardSt. Michel
75005 PARIS FRANCE
TEL: 331 5325 8050
124. Dionne, Pierre Mr
Director General
InternationalBureau of Children’s Rights
1185 rue Saint Matthieu
Montreal Quebec H3H 2P7 CANADA
TEL: 1514 932 7656
FAX: 1514 932 9453
email: fribuna/@web.nef
125. Djarboui, Hassen Mr
Conseiller Juridique
177 Boulevard Brune
75014 Paris FRANCE
126. Grimaldi-Fouquet, Francoise Ms
Magistrate
6 rue Perquel
95160 Montmercy FRANCE
FAX: 331 3964 4487
127. Gyengyver, Magyar Ms
Legal Expert;
Central Institution National Institute of Family and
Children
Tuzer u 33-35
1134 Budapest HUNGARY
TEL: 361 465 6020
FAX: 361 465 6027
128. Kahn, Daniel Mr
Lawyer for Children’s Rights
La Voix de I’enfant
9 rue Anatole de la Fonge
Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4577 6075
FAX: 331 4577 7666
129.LardowGaleote, Catherine Ms
Lawyer for Children’s Rights
La Voix de I’enfant
9 rue Anatole de la Fonge
Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4577 6075
FAX: 331 4577 7666
FAX: 333 4439 6420
130. Lombard, Anne Ms
Lawyer
47 Rue Aristide Briand
4440 Reze FRANCE
FAX: 332 4032 3550
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131. Lord, Terry R Mr
UnitedStatesDepartmentof JusticeCriminalDivision
Child Exploitationand ObscenitySection
WashingtonDC 20530-001 USA
TEL: 1202 514 5780
FAX: 1202 514 1793
132. Molander, Helena, Ms
Children’s Lawyer,Children’s Ombudsman
The MannerheimLeague for Child Welfare
PO Box 141
00531 Helsinki FINLAND
TEL: 3589 348 11650
FAX: 3589 348 11509
133. Noah, Ekani Mr
Researcherin Law and Political Sciences
21 rue Victor Hugo
92130 Courbevoie FRANCE
134. Portal, Dominique Maitre
Avocat
37 Avenue Victor Hugo
75016 Paris FRANCE
FAX: 331 4501 6491
135. Ropponen, Markku Mr
ScandinavianLaw Offices
Attorneys-at-law
Kalevankatu9 A 12
00100 Helsinki FINLAND
TEL: 3589 6226 430
FAX: 3589 6226 4334
136. Ruffo, And&e Judge
President
InternationalBureau of Children’s Rights
1185 rue Saint Matthieu
Montreal
Quebec H3H 2P7 CANADA
TEL: 1514 932 7656
FAX: 1514 932 9453
email: fribuna/@web.nef
137. Salamun, Ulrich Mr
Legal Co-ordinationof Internet Hotline
Internet Service Providers
Stollg 8/7
1070 Vienna AUSTRIA
TEL: 431 526
138. Sansovic, Korayka Ms
Lawyer
Head of Departmentfor Children
StateQftIcefor ProtectionFamily,MaternityandYouth
Sauska Cesta 41 Ill
1000 Zagreb CROATIA
TEL: 3851 617 7451
139. Steyer, lsabelle Ms
Avocate
35 rue Etienne Marcel
75001 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4026 7048
140. Vialle, Catherine Ms.
Juristes du Monde
99-l 03 rue de Sevres
75006 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4271 3890

141. Andersen, Preben Mr
Vicekriminalkommisaer RigspolitichefensITStoetteenhed
Rejseafdelingen
Polititorvet 14
1780 KoebenhavnV DENMARK
TEL: 4533 14 8888

148. Fournier de Saint Maur, Agnes Ms
Secretariat General INTERPOL
200, Quai Charles de Gaulle
69006 Lyon FRANCE
TEL: 334 7244 7206
FAX: 334 7244 7163
email: A.desfmaur@?inferpo/.inf

142. Arthur, Gary Mr
Detective Sergeant, National Crime Squad
Swanley Police Station Swanley,
Kent UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 44132 228 3026

149. Fung, Gordon Mr
Assistant Commissionerof Police Crime
Hong Kong Police Headquarters
24th Floor,Arsenal House, West Wing
Wang Chai HONG KONG
TEL: 852 2804 1437 I2860 3759
FAX: 852 2528 2284
email: cppu@po/ice.gcn.gov.hk

143. Berthe, Sabrina, Ms
Direction regionale de la policie judiciare
Brigade de protection des mineurs
101 rue des Trois Fontonot
92100 Nanterre FRANCE
FAX: 331 4897 8233
144. Bjoernebekk, Ragnhild Ms
National PoliceAcademy
Slemdalsveien
Forskningsavdelingen
5
P B 5027 Majorstua
0301 Oslo NORWAY
TEL: 4723 199 872
FAX: 4723 199 901
email: ei/een.s.berg/ie@po/ifibs.no
145. Bogaert, Oliver Mr
lnspecteur Police Judiciaire, Computer Crime
Unit
13 rue de Quatre Bras
1000 Brussels BELGIUM
TEL: 322 508 6973
FAX: 322 511 3070
146. Chaptal, Danielle Ms
Captaine de Police
Prefecturede Police de Paris
7-9 Boulevarddu Palais
75004 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5373 5436
FAX: 331 5373 5764
147. Cosse, Jean-Francois Mr
Commissairede Police
Direction Centrale de la Police Judiciare
101 rue des Trois Fontanot
92100 Nanterre FRANCE

150. Gauthier, Fabrice Mr
Capitaine de Police
Brigade de Protectiondes Mineurs
Police Judiciaire de Paris
12 , Quai de Gesvres
75004 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5371 3181
FAX: 331 5373 5777
151. Gentric, Stephane, Mr
Direction regionale de la police judiciaire
Brigade de protectiondes mineurs
101 rue des Trois Fontanot
92100 Nanterre FRANCE
FAX: 331 4897 8233
152. Leclercq, Philippe Mr
Prefecturede la Police
Bureau 2309
7 Boulevardde Palais
75004 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5373 4591
FAX: 331 5373 5764
153. Link Charles Mr
lnspecteur Police Judiciaire Computer Crime Unit
13 rue de Quatre Bras
1000 Brussels BELGIUM
TEL: 322 508 6160
154. Nascimento Melo, Washington Mr
National Main Officer Chief of Interpol Brazil
Policia Federal Brazilia
Salvador Bahia BRAZIL
TEL: 5561 311 8232
FAX: 5561 224 4242
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155. Persson, Anders Mr
Deputy Inspector
Swedish National Criminal Investigation
Department
P 0 Box 12256
102 26 Stockholm SWEDEN
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156. Reynolds, Jim Capt
Chief Inspector PaedophiliaUnit of Scotland
Yard (retired)
41 Eastbury Road Watford,
HertfordshireWDI 4JJ
UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 4419 2324 3226
FAX: 4419 2324 3226
email:jim.reyno/ds@bfinfernef.com
157. Rouaud, Manuel Mr
Officier de Police
Ministere de I’lnterieur
11 rue des Saussaies
75018 Paris FRANCE
Tel: 331 4927 4927

I
158. Salvy Mr
Prefecturede la Police
Bureau 2309
7 Boulevardde Palais
75004 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5373 4591
FAX: 331 5373 4591
159. Souvira, Jean-Marc Mr
Commissairede Police
Brigade de protection des mineurs
12 Quai de Gesnes
75004 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5371 4749
FAX: 331 5371 5786
160. Verbeeren, Guy Mr
Commissairejudiciaire
Pornographied’Enfants sur Internet
Notelaarsstraat211
1000 Brussels BELGIUM
TEL: 322 743 7449
FAX: 322 743 7458
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161. Aloysius, Carol Ms
Journalist
Sunday Observer
136, Sri Vipulasena Mawatha
Colombo 8 SRI LANKA
FAX: 941 50 0544
162. Bailly, Dibgou Mr
Publicationand Editing Director
Le Jour - Quofidienivoirien
26, Avenue Chardy
Abidjan Plateau
01 BP 2432 01 CGTE D’IVOIRE
TEL: 225 21 9578 I21 9579
FAX: 225 21 9580
email: /ejour@africaon/ine.co.ci
163. Brunot , Jean Marie Mr
Director
Bayard Presse
3-5 Rue Bayard
75008 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4435 6309
FAX: 331 4435 6071
164. Demenstein, Gilbert0 Mr
Folba de Sao Paul0
Al. Barao de Limeira, 425
4. andar
CEP 01 202900
Campos Eliseos
Sao Paulo BRAZIL
FAX: 5511 224 7737
165. Dimitrova, Yovka N Ms.
Journalist
24 Hours Newspaperand “‘NovinarDaily”
18a, Petko Karavelov Str
Sofia 1408, BULGARIA
TEL: 359 251 0330
Office: 359 294 1735 I 433 9224
email: yovka@yahoo.corn
166. Eyles, Emanuelle Ms
Journalist
Marie Claire
Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4146 8526
FAX: 331 4146 8039
167. Gningue, Abdou Mr
Director General
Organismede Presse Senegalaise
BP 117 DAKAR SENEGAL
TEL: 221 821 1427
FAX: 221 822 0767

168. Koven, Ronald Mr
European Representative
World Press Freedom Committee (WPFC)
9 Place du President Mithouard
75007 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4778 3988
FAX: 331 4566 8302
email: r.koven@compuserve.com
169. Kreuter Grant, Debra Ms
Co-ordinator Young Media; UN Journalists’
Organization
Palais des Nations
1211 Geneva SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 839 2850
email: youngmedia@hofmai/.com
170. Manguez, Carole Ms
Paris Match
149-151 rue Anatole France
92300 Levallois-Perret FRANCE
FAX: 331 4134 7451
171. Njoku, Felix Mr
PANA-- B P 4056 Dakar SENEGAL
TEL: 221 824 1395 I824 1410
FAX: 221 824 1390
172. Perret, J Mr
Paris Match
149-151 rue Anatole France
92300 Levallois-Perret FRANCE
FAX: 331 4134 7451
173. Rossetti, Fernando Mr
Journalist
Folba de Sao Paul0
Al. Barao de Limeira, 425
4. andar CEP 01 202900 Campos Eliseos
Sao Paulo BRAZIL
TEL: 5511 224 4845
FAX: 5511 224 2285
email: rosseffi@uoi.com.br
174. Vieira, Geraldinho Mr
News Agency for Children’s Rights
SDS Ed Conic
81A sala 101
CEP 70 391-900 Brasilia DF BRAZIL
TEL: 61 322 6508
FAX: 61 322 4973
email: andi@uo/.com.br
websife: www.andi.org.br
175. White, Aidan Mr
Secretary General
InternationalFederationof Journalists (IFJ)
226 rue Royale
1210 Brussels BELGIUM
TEL: 322 223 2265
FAX: 322 219 2976
email: i&safefy@pophosf.eunef.be
websife: www.i&org
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176. Aftab, Parry Dr
Lawyer,Chief Executive CyberAngels
East 80 Route 4
Paramus, New Jersey 07652 USA
TEL: 1201 845 0100
FAX: 1201 845 6688
email: parfy@aftab.com
website: www.affab.com
177. Callanan, Cormac Mr
ISPA Ireland
ASCONITE
44 Westbur-yAvenue
Lucan Co
Dublin IRELAND
TEL: 35387 257 7791
FAX: 35387 357 7791
email: cc@aconite.ie
178 Carr, John Mr
Children and Internet Specialist
65, Goddard Place
London N 195 GT UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 44171 263 9229
FAX: 44171 263 0157
179. Dixon, Ruth Ms
Hotline Manager
Internet Watch Foundation(IWF)
5 Coles Lane
Oakington CB4 5BA UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 44122 323 7700
FAX: 44122 323 5921
180. Hann, George Mr
ISPA
Austria Verband der Cstereichischen
lnternetanbieter
Kaiserstrasse1417
1070 Wien AUSTRIA
TEL: 431 522 3638
FAX: 431 522 3610
email: office@ispa.at
181. Kerr, David Mr
Chief Executive
The InternetWatch Foundation(IWF)
East View 5 Coles Lane
Oakington Cambridge, CB4 5BA
UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 4412 23 7700
FAX: 4412 23 5870
GSM: 0802 45 33 21
email: chief@iwf.org.uk
website: www.iwforg.uk
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182. Le Toquin, Jean-Christophe Mr
Delegue Permanent
Associationdes Foumisseursd’Ac&s a des services
en ligne et a Internet (AFA) C/o lnfonie France
Kupka B - Cedex 96
92906 Paris La Defense FRANCE
TEL: 331 4102 8008
FAX: 331 4102 8001
email: de/egue@afa.fiance.corn
website: http://wwwafa-fiance.corn
183. Pober, Arthur Mr
EntertainmentSoftware Rating Board
845 Third Avenue, 14th Floor
New York, NY 10022 USA
TEL: 1212 759 0700
FAX: 1212 759 2223
email: artp@pouch.com
184. Rogerson, Simon Mr
Director
Centre for Computing and Social Responsibility
Faculty of Computing Sciences and Engineering
De Monfort UniversityThe Gateway
Leicester LEI 9BH UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 4411 6275 7475
FAX: 4411 6254 1891
email: srog@dmu.ac.uk
185. Schneider, Michael Mr
President of EUROISPA
Schneider and Scholemeyer
Law Firm
Dickstr 35
53 973 Hennef GERMANY
TEL: 4922 4292 700
FAX: 4922 4292 7099

186. Alvarez, Marcia Ms
PRELUDE
Responsabled’Etudes
2, Place de la Choletiere
91360 Villemoisson France
Tel: 331 6925 1600
Fax: 331 6925 1600
187. Amyot, Fabienne Ms
16 rue Saint Severin
75005 Paris France
Tel: 331 4634 0246
188. Bangeman, Georges Mr
Pediatre
8, Bld Sergent Triare
3000 Nimes France
Fax: 334 6684 5459
189. Casaubon, Jean-Pierre Mr
123 Boulevard Massena
75013 Paris France
Tel: 331 4570 7909
190. Bourgan, Claire Ms
TravailleurSocial
3 Villa Amelie
78960 Voisin le Bretonneux France
Fax: 331 3057 4528
191. Cordier, Bernard Dr
Psychiatre,Chef de Service de Psychiatric a
Hopital Foch
40 rue Worth BP 36
92151 Suresnes France
192. Coullet, Frederic Mr
Psychiatre
60 rue Quincampoix
75004 Paris France
Tel: 331 4278 9393
193. De Montalbert, Marc Mr
11 rue Frederic Passy
92200 Neuilly France
Fax: 331 4517 1940
194. Dunaigre, Patrice Dr
Paedo-psychiatristPsychologist
111Boulevard Beaumarchais
75003 Paris France
Tel: 331 4027 2223

196. Gil, Francoise Ms
Sociologist
16 rue de Picpus
75012 Paris France
Tel: 331 4347 4850
197. Honigman, Claire Ms
17, Boulevard de Picpus
75012 Paris France
198. Leroy, Christine Ms
Focal Point for Human Rights
And Child Rights in France
lssy les Moulineaux France
Fax: 331 46 45 36 97
199. Mbogol, Hermine Mr
Gd Boulevard d’lnkermann
92200 Neuilly sur Seine France
Tel: 331 4640 0493
200. Metzger, Andre Mr
ResponableFormation IUFM
9 rue Marcel Proust
95280 Jouy le Moutier France
201. Reidegeld, Jochen Mr
Priest
Action Bosco Sevana
Kirchstrasse 17
59399 Olfen Germany
Tel: 4925 95 434
Fax: 4925 95 822
202. Rodes, Susana Ms
Fitte 1755, 15 C
C P 1428
BuenosAires Argentina
Tel: 54114 786 67 67
Fax: 54114 766 26 80
203. Silou, Jacques Mr
Medecin
Invariance Noire
16 rue de Moulin de la Pointe
75013 Paris France
Tel: 331 4565 98611 06 1032 7503
204. Vanderputten, Anne Ms
Psychologist-Therapeutist
31 rue Sainte Anne
1420 Braine I’Allend Belgium
Tel: 322 387 0432

195. Eisner, Alfred Mr
President
CEO
PO Box 15053
3501 Utrecht The Netherlands
Tel: 3130 273 1478
Fax: 3130 271 7261
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205. Dossow, Rudiger Mr
Administrator
Media Section Directorateof Human Rights
The European Council
Avenue de I’ Europe
67000 Strasbourg Cedex FRANCE
TEL: 333 8841 2000
FAX: 333 8841 2051

GOVERNMENTAL

ORGANIZATIONS

211. Abols, Aina Ms
Ambassadorof Lithuania
6, Villa Saide
75016 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5364 8510
212. Baker, Rachel Ms
Dept. for Int. Development(DFID)
University of Edinburgh
Georgie Square
Edinburgh EH89LL UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: 44131 650 3940
FAX: 44131 650 3945

207. Kronman, Gunvor Ms
Senior Advisor
Nordic Council
PO Box 3043
1021 Copenhagen K DENMARK
TEL: 45 33 96 0200
FAX: 45 33 93 8955

213. Boberg, Markus Mr
Head of Section
Ministry of Industry and Communication
10333 Stockholm SWEDEN
TEL: 468 642 2838
FAX: 468 213 794

209. Swetenham, Richard Mr
The EuropeanCommission
DirectorateGeneral XIII
Telecommunications,informationmarket
and exploitation of research
Rue Alcide de Gasperi
Office EUFO 1166
2920 LUXEMBOURG
TEL: 3524 3013 2400
FAX: 3524 3013 3190
email: Richard.swetenham@lux.dg13.cec.be
210. Tarschys, Daniel Mr
Secretary General
The EuropeanCouncil
Avenue de I’ Europe
67000 Strasbourg Cedex FRANCE
TEL: 333 8841 2000
FAX: 333 8841 2051
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206. Kattau, Thomas Mr
Administrator
Council of Europe
Rue de I’Europe
67075 Strasbourg FRANCE
TEL: 333 8841 2284
FAX: 333 8841 3765

208. Leger, Monique Ms
Chief Administratorof Judicial Affairs of France 3
Representingthe European Radio and Television
Union
17- a. Ancienne Route
1218 Grand Saconnex SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 717 2505
FAX: 4122 717 2470
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214. Boury-Govi, Francoise Ms
Adjointe au Chef de DepartementEnfants et
Jeunes
Ministerede la Jeunesse et des sports
75 rue 0 de Terres
75739 Paris Cedex 15, FRANCE
TEL: 331 4045 9342
FAX: 331 4045 9292
215. Burkert, Klaus Mr
Landesanstaltfur Rundfunk
Nordrhein-Westfalen
Willi-Backer-Allee10
40227 Dusseldorf GERMANY
TEL: 211 770 0724
FAX: 211 770 0775
216. Castillo, Habmich Mr
Counsellorof Minister
Delegateof Costa Rica to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2573
217. Champrenault, Catherine Ms
Magistrat
Chargee de Mission en matiere de violences
sexuelles en milieu scolaire
142 rue du Bat
75007 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5555 0618
FAX: 331 5555 2855

INSTITUTIONS

218. Cooper, Saths Mr
Chairperson- Task Team
Curbing Child Pornographyon the Internet
3 Steyn Street
Observatory2198 SOUTHAFRICA
TEL: 2711 487 1678
FAX: 2711 487 2309
219. Cullen Nial, Mr
Departmentof Justice, Equality and Law Reform
72-76 St Stephens Green
Dublin 2 IRELAND
TEL: 3531 602 8631
FAX: 3531 602 8634
220. De Oliveira, Maria Jose Marita Ms
Rua RodrigoArgolo 193 ap 503
Edf Maria Manuela
Rio Vermelho
CEP 41 940 220 Salvador/Bahia BRAZIL
TEL: 5571 240 5189
221. De Roeper, Anton Mr
Secretaryfor Education
Fratelli Delle Scuole Cristiane
Rome ITALY
222. Fatou, Helene Ms
Conseil Superieurede I’Audiovisuel
39 Quai A Citroen
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4058 3640
223. Ganascia, Michele Ms
Substitut du Procureur
Tribunal de Grande Instancede Paris
Boulevarddu Palais
75001 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4432 6011
FAX: 331 4432 7859
224. Getth, Joachim Dr
Landesanstaltfur Rundfunk
Nordrhein-Westfalen
Willi-Backer-Allee10
40227 Dusseldorf GERMANY
TEL: 211 770 0724
FAX: 211 770 0775
225. Gicquel, Jean-Bernard Mr
Relations internationalescharge de mission
COFRADE
7 rue St Lazare
75009 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4280 9610
FAX: 331 4280 4719

226. HuhtamHki, Jouko Mr
Inspector General
Finnish Ministry of the Interior
P 0 Box 257
00171 Helsinki FINLAND
TEL: 3589 160 8290
FAX: 3589 160 3477
email: jouko.huhtamaki@sm.intermin.fi
227. Hujala, Anne Ms
Senior Adviser
Finnish Ministry of Social Affairs and Health
P 0 Box 267
00171 Helsinki FINLAND
TEL: 3589 160 3907
FAX: 3589 160 3809 OR 160 3816
email: anne.hujala@stm.vn.fi
228. Innanen, Tarja Ms
Finnish Ministry of Justice
Law Drafting Department
PO Box 1
00131 Helsinki FINLAND
TEL: 3589 1825 7717
FAX: 3589 1825 76 58
email: tarja.innanen@om.vn.fi
229. Kircher, Ingrid, Ms
Counsellor,Human Rights
Departmentof ForeignAffairs
Dept I7
Ballhausplatz1
1010 Vienna AUSTRIA
TEL: 431 53 115 4553
FAX: 431 53 185 212
230. Koukoui, Tola Mr
PermanentSecretary
Ministry of Culture and Communication
Cotonou BENIN
TEL: 229 31 2227
FAX: 229 31 0860
231. Kratsa, Rodi Ms
Member of CA
Voukourestioustr 34
10671 GREECE
TEL: 301 364 7408
232. Lelievre, Claude Mr
D&g& General
Les droits de I’enfantet a I’aide a la jeunesse
11 rue de I’Association
1000 Brussels BELGIUM
TEL: 322 223 369
FAX: 322 223 3646
email: dgde@cfwb.be
website: wwwinternem.be/dgde
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233. Manninen, Sami Mr
Finnish Ministry of Justice
Law Drafting Department
PO Box 1
00131 HELSINKI FINLAND
TEL: 3589 1825 7686
FAX: 3589 1825 7658
email: sami.manninen@om.vn.fi
234. Morrosanu, lrina Ms
Centrul de Plasament
Str Oneste Nr 3
1900 Timisoara ROMANIA
235. Nababsingh Nimala Ms
Acting PermanentSecretary
Ministry for Women, Family Welfare and Child
Development
CSK Building
Remy Ollierl EmanuelAnquetil Streets
Port Louis MAURITIUS
TEL: 230 240 1377
FAX: 230 240 7717
email:mwfwcd@bow.intnetmu
236. Nzeki, Jones Mr
Education Counsellor
Embassyof Kenya
3 rue Freyanet
75116 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5662 2525
237. Osona, Pedro Mr
Charge de Mission
Relations internationalesCCE
T-l 20 8142
1040 Brussels BELGIUM
TEL: 322 299 0133
FAX: 322 299 9201
238. Protsenko, Lavissa Ms
Assistante de Depute
Douma
Okhotny Ryad, 1
103265 Moscow RUSSIAN FEDERATION
239. &rental, Ana Karen Ms
Brazilian Institute of Tourism(EMBRATUR)
BRAZIL
FAX: 5561 328 6241

241. Sansovic, Koraljka Ms
State Institutefor the Protectionof Family,
Motherhoodand Young People
Trg hurze 6
11R-l 000 Zagreb CROATIA
TEL: 3851 455 6510
FAX: 3851 455 6510
242. Schenider, Norbert Mr
Director
Landesanstaltfur Rundfunk
Willi-Becker-Allee10
40227 Dusseldorf GERMANY
TEL: 49211 7700 7378
FAX: 49211 727 170
243. Shoppe-Mafole, Lyndall Ms
Ministerfor Communication
South African Embassy
59, Quai d’0rsay
75007 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4555 9237
FAX: 331 4705 5128
244. Taskinen, Sirpa Ms
DevelopmentManager STAKES
The Finnish National Researchand Development
Centre for Welfare and Health
P 0 Box 220
00531 Helsinki FINLAND
TEL: 3589 3967 2148
FAX: 3589 3967 2201
email: sirpa.taskinen@stakes.fi
245. Tsuei, Jane Ms
Hong Kong Council of Social Service
Children and Youth Division
G P 0 Box 474 HONG KONG
FAX: 852 2865 4916
website: www.hkcss.org.hk
246. Veijola, Elsi Ms
Senior Adviser
Finnish Ministry of Education
P 0 Box 293
00171 Helsinki FINLAND
TEL: 3589 1341 7275
FAX: 3589 1341 6967
email: elsi.veijola@minedu.fi

240. Rojas, Teresa Ms
Directricede I’Organe Recteur du systeme de
Protectionaux enfants et adolescents
REPUBLICOF DOMINICA
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247. Arambari, Gustav0 Mr
Permanent Delegationof Argentina to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3438
248. Arthur, Adolphus Mr
Deputy Permanent Delegate
Permanent Delegationof Ghana to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4500 0950
249. Bastos, Ricardo Mr
Permanent Delegationof Brazil to UNESCO
UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
250. Bayegan, Reza Mr
EducationSpecialist
PermanentDelegationof Iran to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
TEL:
75732331
Paris
4568
Cedex
330015 FRANCE

251. Boerhannoeddin, Mukhtar Mr
Deputy PermanentDelegate
Malaysian Permanent Delegationto UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3474
FAX: 331 4273 3352
252. Boyer, Jean-Pierre Mr
Secretary General
French National Commissionfor UNESCO
57 Boulevarddes lnvalides
75700 Paris 07 SP FRANCE
TEL: 331 5369 3565
FAX: 331 5369 3223
253. Cailbault, Mireille Ms
Permanent Delegation Belize to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3211
254. Calventi, Laura Ms
Permanent Delegate of the Dominican Republic
to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75732 Paris Cedex 15 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2710
FAX: 331 4273 2466

255. Canisius, Peter Prof
German National Commissionfor UNESCO
Colmantstrasse15
53115 Bonn GERMANY
TEL: 49 22 860 49 70
FAX: 49 22 860 49 30
256. De Al Buquerque Veloso, Luis Mr
Secretary
Permanent Delegationof Portugal to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3055
FAX: 331 4567 8293
257. Deussen, Christine Ms
Deputy Secretary General
German Commissionfor UNESCO
Colmantstrasse15
53115 Bonn GERMANY
TEL: 49 22 860 4918
FAX: 49 22 863 6912
258. Falk, Anders Mr
Secretary General
Swedish National Commissionfor UNESCO
Ministry of Educationand Science
Drottninggatan16
10333 Stockholm SWEDEN
TEL: 468 405 1951
FAX: 468 411 0470
259. Faxas, Laura Ms
Ambassador
Permanent Delegate of the Dominican Republic
to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75732 Paris Cedex 15 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2710
FAX: 331 4273 2466
260. Fernandez, Maria Paz Ms
Permanent Delegationof Chile to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2952
FAX: 331 4734 1652
261. Filler, Ewald Mr
Head of Division
Representativeof the Government
Federal Ministry of Family and Youth
Franz-Josephs-Kai51
1010 Vienna AUSTRIA
TEL: 431 5347 5245
FAX: 431 513 1679 1041
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262. Frana, Lorenzo Mr
PermanentObserverof the Holy Sea to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3313
FAX: 331 4723 6544

269. Hoscheit, Jean-Marc Mr
PermanentDelegationof Luxembourgto UNESCO
UNESCO 33, avenue Rapp
75007 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4555 1337
FAX: 331 4551 7229

263. Germain, Laura Ms
Permanent Delegationof Chile to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2952
FAX: 331 4734 1652

270. IllukaGampos, Teija Ms
PermanentDelegationof Finland to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3433
FAX: 331 4306 1902

264. Gonzalez de Duhalde, Hilda Ms
MP of the NationalAssembly
National Commissionof Argentina for UNESCO
Pizzurno 935, piso 1, of 116
1020 BuenosAires ARGENTINA
TEL: 541 812 9121
FAX: 541 814 5149

271. Irving, Carolyn Ms
Permanent Delegationof Australia to UNESCO
UNESCO
Australian Embassy
4 rue Jean-Rey
75724 Paris Cedex 15 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4059 3410
FAX: 331 4059 3416

265. Gupta, Gauri Shankar Mr
Counsellor
PermanentDelegationof India to UNESCO
1,rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2988
266. Haddad, Chafica Ms
First Secretary
Permanent Delegationof Grenada to UNESCO
21, bis avenue d’lena
75116 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5323 8050
FAX: 331 4952 0014
267. Hector, Hernandez Mr
Consejero
Permanent Delegationof Cuba to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75732 Paris Cedex 15 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3412
268. Holmstrom, Zabrina Ms
Secretary General
Finnish National Commissionfor UNESCO
Ministry of Educationand InternationalRelations
Meritullinkatu10
P 0 Box 293
00171 Helsinki FINLAND
TEL: 3589 1341 7386
FAX: 3589 1341 6986
email: zabrina.holmstrom@minedu.fi
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272. Karikas, Peter Mr
Counselor
PermanentDelegationof Hungaryto UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75732 Paris Cedex 15 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2979
FAX: 331 4449 0515
273. Kashani, M Reza Mr
Deputy Delegate
PermanentDelegationof Iran to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75732 Paris Cedex 15 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3330
274. Kiekko, Taina Ms
Ambassadeur
Delegationpermanentede la Finlande aupres de
l’UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75732 PARISCedex 15 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3433
FAX: 331 4306 1902
275. Klai, Abdelmajid Mr
CommunicationAdviser
Arab States League
36 rue Fortuny
75017 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4380 6150
FAX: 331 4888 9171

283. Martin-Leyes, Natalia Ms
Counsellor
Permanent Delegationof Colombia to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2871
FAX: 331 4568 2872
email: Nmartin-leyes@unesco.org

276. Lacoeuilhe, Vera Ms
First Secretary
Embassyof Saint Lucia
UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2530
277. Lammila, Anne Ms
Deputy Permanent Delegate
Permanent Delegationof Finland to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3432
FAX: 331 4306 1902

284. Matras, Corinne Ms
Deputy for CommunicationIssues
French National Commissionfor UNESCO
36 rue La Perouse
75016 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4317 6620
FAX: 331 4317 6773

278. Leroy Jean Michel Mr
Director
BIT en France
UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3250
FAX: 331 4567 2004

285. Mattekki Sylvie Ms
Ambassador
Deputy Permanent Delegate
PermanentDelegationof Switzerlandto UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3396
286. Mavroidis, Georges Mr
Permanent Delegationof Greece to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3003

279. Legrand, Sylviane Ms
Deputy Secretary General
Permanent Delegationof France for UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3547
FAX: 331 4734 5505
280. Levasseur, Dominique Ms
Deputy for PoliticalAffairs
Canadian National Commissionfor UNESCO
350 Albert, Box C P 1047
Ottawa Ontario Kl 5V8 CANADA
TEL: 1613 566 4326
FAX: 1613 566 4405
281. Lindahl, lngemar HE Amb
Ambassador
Permanent Delegate of Sweden to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3450
FAX: 331 4568 3451
282. Lombardi, Silvia Ms
Deputy Permanent Delegate
PermanentDelegationof Italy to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3141
FAX: 331 4566 4178

287. Metze-Mangold, Verena Prof
Vice-President
German National Commissionfor UNESCO
Colmantstrasse15
53115 Bonn GERMANY
TEL: 4922 860 4918
FAX: 4922 860 9730
i
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288. Mgomezulu, Gadi G Y Mr
Deputy Permanent Delegateto UNESCO
Embassy of Malawi
20 rue Euler
75008 PARIS FRANCE
TEL: 331 4723 6248
FAX: 331 4723 6248
289. Mhlanga, Josia Mr
Zimbabwe Permanent Delegationto UNESCO
12, Lord Byron
75008 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5688 1600
FAX: 331 5688 1609
290. Misitano, Marina Ms
Deputy Permanent Delegate
Permanent Delegationof Italy to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis 75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3141
FAX: 331 4566 4178

291. MOAmaro, Pedro Mr
PermanentDelegationof Uruguay to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3470
292. Moodley, Devandhran Mr
PermanenrDelegationof SouthAfricato UNESCO
South African Embassy
59, Quai d’0rsay
75007 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4555 9237
FAX: 331 4705 5128

299. Rafn, Niels Erik Mr
Secretary General
Danish National Commissionfor UNESCO
FrederiksholmKanal 25
1220 CopenhagenV DENMARK
TEL: 4533 92 5215
FAX: 4533 92 5492
300. Rajapakse, Nadeera Ms
PermanenteDelegationof Sri Lankato UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75732 Paris Cedex 15 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3030
FAX: 331 4783 2945

293. Nilsson, Nils Gunnar Mr
UNESCO Executive Board Member
Sydsvenska Dagblatt
Gyllenkroksalle 3
222 24 Lund SWEDEN
TEL: 4640 28 1330 I 12 3787
FAX: 4640 28 1386
email: nils.gunnatxilsson@sydsvenskan.se

301. Santoso, lmam Amb
Deputy PermanentDelegateof Indonesiato
UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2972
FAX: 331 4566 0237

294. Nsingui-Barros, Pedro Mr
Counsellor
Permanent Delegationof Angola to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2976
FAX: 331 4567 5748

302. Sebastiani, Pietro Mr
Deputy PermanentDelegate
PermanentDelegationof Italy to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3141
FAX: 331 4566 4178

295. Ongpin-Recta, Deanna Ms
First Secretary
PermanentDelegationof Philippinesto UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2980
FAX: 331 4567 0797

303. Sheya, Mohammed S Mr
Deputy PermanentDelegateof The Republic
of Tanzania
13, avenue Raymond Poincare
75016 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 5370 6366
FAX: 331 4755 0546

296. Ordotiez, Marcel0 Ms
PermanentDelegationof Colombiato UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4968 2871
FAX: 331 4306 6609

304. Silletta, Alfred0 Mr
Advisor
PresidentialCommissionon the Family,Women
and Minors
National Commissionof Argentina for UNESCO
Pizzurno 935, piso 1, of 116
1020 BuenosAires ARGENTINA
TEL: 541 812 9121
FAX: 541 814 5149

297. Patiiio, Jorge Mr
Third Secretary
Permanent Delegationof Panama to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 3348
298. Paulsen, Emil Amb
Permanent Delegate
Permanent Delegationof Denmarkfor UNESCO
Embassy of Denmark
77 Avenue Marceau 75116 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4431 2121
FAX: 331 4431 2188

.

305. Young , Marcel Mr
Adviser
PermanentDelegationof Chile to UNESCO
1 rue Miollis
75015 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4568 2952
FAX: 331 4734 1652
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306. Boonpacha, Panudda Ms
ProgrammeOfficer
InternationalLabour Organization(ILO)
4, route des Morillons
1211 Geneva SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 799 8181
FAX: 4122 799 8771
307. Brisset, Claire Ms
Head of InformationDivision
French Committeefor UNICEF
3 rue Duguay-Tronin
75006 Paris FRANCE
TEL: 331 4439 7734
FAX: 331 4439 7778
308. Brizard, Patrice Mr
Comite francais
UNICEF
3 rue Duguay-Trovin
75006 Paris Cedex 06 FRANCE
TEL: 331 4439 7735
309. Calcetas-Santos, Ofelia Atty
UN Special Rapporteur
Suite 201, Jovan Condominium
600 Shaw Boulevard
MandaluyongMetroManila PHILIPPINES
TEL: 632 533 3449 or 426 0494
FAX: 632 533 03 51 or 426 0641
310. Connolly, Mark Mr
Health PromotionAdvisor
Departmentof Policy, Strategy and Research
Joint United Nations Programmeon HIV/AIDS
(UNAIDS)
20 Avenue Appia
1211 Geneva 27 SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 791 4461
FAX: 4122 791 4741
email: unaids@unaids.org
websif: http://www.unaids.org

313. Jankanish, Michele Ms
Working Conditions and Environment
Department
InternationalLabour Organization(ILO)
4, Route des Morillons
1211 Geneva SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 799 6876
FAX: 4122 799 6344
314. Kane, June Ms
Consultant
UNICEF/CommissionEuropeenne
1 rue Jean-Violette
1205 Geneva SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 328 2785
FAX: 4122 329 0310
315. Karp, Judith Ms
Vice Chairperson
Committeeon the Rights of the Children
9 Tel Hai St
Jerusalem 92107 ISRAEL
TEL: 9722 628 1908
FAX: 9722 670 8714
316. Krech, Ralph Mr
Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice Division
United Nations Office, Vienna
P 0 Box 1400 Vienna AUSTRIA
TEL: 4312 345 4283 OR 6060
FAX: 4312 345 5898
317. Mason, Sandra P Ms
Chairpersonof the Committeeon the Rights
of the Child
United Nations High Commissioners Office
for Human
Rights (UNHCHR)
Palais des Nations
8-14 Avenue de la Paix
1211 Geneva IO SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 917 9240
FAX: 4122 917 9012

311. Frangialli, Francisco Mr
Director-General
World TourismOrganization(WTO)
Captain Haya, 42
28020 Madrid SPAIN
TEL: 3491 567 8100 120
FAX: 3491 571 0757
email: omtweb@world-tourism.org
website: www.world-tourism.org

318. Muntarbhorn, Vitit Prof
Former UN special Rapporteur
Faculty of Law
ChulalongkornUniversity
Phayathai Road, Bangkok 10400 THAILAND
TEL: 662 218 2065
FAX: 662 215 2604

312. Hansenne, Michel Mr
Director-General
InternationalLabour Organization(ILO)
4, Route des Morillons
1211 Geneva SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 799 6111
FAX: 4122 799 6344

319. Shaw, Robert Mr
IEDlAdvisor
Global Information Infrastructure
InformationServices Department
InternationalTelecommunicationUnion (ITU)
Place des Nations
1211 Geneva 20 SWITZERLAND
TEL: 4122 730 5111 to 730 5338
FAX: 4122 733 7256 or 730 5337

320. Yushkiavitshus, Henrikas Mr
Assistant Director General
CommunicationDivision
email: h.yushkiavitshus@unesco.org
website: wwwunesco.org/webworld

331. Irsheid, Basura Ms
Chef d’llnite
Unite Ambassadeursde bonne volonte,
Conseillers, FondsArabes (CABIHGA)
TEL: 331 4568 1467

321. Sayyad, Ahmed Mr
Assistant Director General
Bureau for External Relations

332. Dorkenoo, Massan Afi Mr
Associate Expert
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